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<? The BG News
Bowling Green, Ohio

Wednesday, December 1, 1993

Briefs
Weather
Partly sunny:
Today, partly sunny with a
high between 40 and 45.
Southeast winds around 10
mph. Tonight, mostly cloudy
with a low in the mid 30s.
Chance of rain 20 percent.

Inside the News
The paper chase:
The University is expanding its recycling program to
encourage office workers to
recycle more paper products.
□ See page four.

Outside campus

Volume 76, Issue 66

City police search for robbers
by Joe Peltier
police reporter

Bowling Green police are still searching for two
men who robbed two local stores in similar, but
unrelated, incidents last weekend.
The Sterling Store, 115 Railroad St., was robbed
Friday at 6:43 p.m. The other store, Dairy Mart,
106 Napoleon Road, was robbed Saturday at 7:46
p.m.
Although each suspect had an object underneath
his clothing that he claimed was a gun, neither
suspect openly displayed a weapon during either
robbery.
Although the clerks gave different decriptions
of the robbers, there are several similarities between the cases, police said.
Bowling Green police l.i. Thomas Brokamp said
in each case the male suspect entered the store in
the early evening, left and then returned to later
hand the clerk a note demanding money.
"Both had notes that said they had guns, but no
guns were shown during the robberies," Brokamp
said.

The Sterling thief came into the store and said he
needed change for the phone, police said. The man
then left the store and returned a short while later
and asked to use the phone book. The suspect reportedly went back outside to the phone and returned when all the customers had left the store.
The phone book was taken into evidence by officers at the scene.
In the Dairy Mart heist, the thief reportedly
bought a 15-cent piece of candy 20 minutes before
he robbed the store. Police said the man then returned and asked the clerk if the shop carried any
10-cent candy. The man then reportedly paid for
the candy and gave the clerk a note. The note reportedly read, "Give me all your money; I have a
gun."
According to the police report, immediately before the man left he told the woman, "Don't hold
this against me. I wouldn't do it if I wasn't hungry."
The woman told police the man walked away
from the crime scene.
The Sterling robber was described as a 5-feet-4See Robberies, page tin.

Bowling Green police have created composites of two men responsible for two separate armed robberies in the city last weekend. The
composite on the left is of the man who robbed Sterling, 115 Railroad
St., on Friday. On the right Is the composite of the suspect responsible
for a Saturday robbery at Dairy Mart, 106 Napoleon Road. Although
there are similarities between the two Incidents, police said they believe the robberies were committed by two different men.
The BC Nc»«A«!h»n Walker

Montgomery to announce
campaign for state attorney general:
COLUMBUS -- State Sen.
Betty Montgomery, R-Perrysburg, plans stops in six
cities to announce her campaign for the Republican
nomination for Ohio attorney general, beginning
Thursday in Columbus.
She said Tuesday that the
one-day tour will begin at
noon in Columbus, at the site
of a drive-by shooting this
year, followed by visits later
to Toledo, Cleveland,
Columbus, Cincinnati and
Dayton.
Montgomery has said she
would run for the office currently held by Attorney
General Lee Fisher, a Democrat, with the war against
crime being the centerpiece
of her campaign.
Fisher plans to run for a
second-year term, and is not
expected to face serious opposition in his party's primary.
So far, Montgomery is the
only Republican seeking the
office.
City waste ban in effect:
The city's yard waste ban
goes into effect today. As a
result, people can no longer
mix yard waste such as
leaves, grass clippings and
brush in with regular trash.
There will be separate collections for yard waste, including Christmas trees.
The ban is an effort to save
landfill space.

by Terence Hunt
The Associated Press

Camping For A Cause
Phi Delta Theta fratenlty members Todd Cipollo, Jerry Milano and i
Gene Hughes (left to right) camp out on the Union Oval to remind
passersby of the plight of the homeless. Fraternity members will |

KENT, Ohio-An argument over a drug deal apparently resulted in the
shooting last week of a Kent
State University student in a
campus dormitory room.
A dormitory resident told
police he was present for a
marijuana sale to two men
known only by first names,
according to the search
warrant filed Monday in
Portage County Municipal
Court.
The witness told police the
victim, David Kremling, got
into an argument with the
two men, and that the two
fled the room after the
shooting.
Chief Criminal Prosecutor
Robert Durst confirmed
Monday that police believe
the Nov. 23 shooting occurred in the course of a
drug transaction.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

occupy the tent through Thursday, accepting money and canned
goods to donate to the Cherry Street Mission in Toledo.

Groups to march for AIDS Day
by Glnner Phillips
human diversity reporter

Kent State student was
shot over drug deal argument:

Clinton
signs
Brady
7
Bill

Today is World AIDS Day - a
day to show support and understanding for the thousands of
people who have been lost or affected by the disease. Although
the city of Toledo will be hosting
events to commemorate the occasion, two University groups
will be bringing the worldwide
event closer to home with a special candlelight vigil taking place
on campus.
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance
and The Out Action Group will
commemorate World AIDS Day
with a march to show their support.
Mark Barr, founder of the Out
Action Group and organizer of
the march, said it is important
for people to recognize World
AIDS Day.
"Since the world is now recognizing AIDS, I thought that Bowling Green should be able to recognize it also," Barr said. "I think
it's important that Bowling
Green shows support in this
worldwide event to help stop
AIDS. I know that a lot of people
at Bowling Green and in the
community know people who
have AIDS."
Participants will meet at the
Union Oval at 8 p.m. where can-

dles will be passed out and Barr
"We're opening it up to the enwill speak about the disease. The tire community," said Peter
participants will travel down Herman, LAGA vice president.
Ridge Street, cut across campus "I think that the more people we
behind the Jerome Library, con- have, the more support we can
tinue down East Wooster Street, show to everyone that AIDS is
turn down Thurstin Avenue and very important. If we continue to
ignore it it's going to spread
end up back at the Union.

more and more."
Herman said the day is also a
time to reflect what life would be
without any art because so many
artists, including singers and
dancers, have been lost to the
disease.

University task force sponsors
caravan to candlelight march
by Melissa Llpowskl
health reporter

In observance of World AIDS Day, the Graduate Student Persons for Higher Education, a
University task force that focuses on diversity,
will be sponsoring a car caravan to a candlelight
march in Toledo this evening.
Because the event focuses on an issue which
affects every person's life in some way, it is Important for individuals to take part in the observance, said Phillip Burns, a member of the task
force.
The purpose of World AIDS Day is to educate,
said Beth Nathan, executive director of the David's House in Toledo, the sponsor of the vigil.
"Through the observance of the day, we hope
to heighten awareness and sensitivity to AIDS
and the people who have the disease," Nathan
said.
A candlelight march, a church service and re-

freshments will all be events in the observance
of World AIDS Day in Toledo.
Individuals who want to take part in the event
are encouraged to meet at St. Paul's Church in
downtown Toledo at 6 p.m., Nathan said.
"The march will begin at 6:30 p.m. and will
last for approximately 45 minutes," she said.
"After the march, which leads back to the
church, there will be a church service at St.
Paul's at 7:30 p.m."
After the church service, refreshments will
be offered to those who participate in the observance, she said.
According to Nathan, the march is open to
everyone who is willing to recognize AIDS as being a prevalent issue in society and who wish to
support those whose lives have been affected by
the virus.
"Those who participate in the candelight
march should dress warm and should probably

WASHINGTON ~ As James
Brady turned in his wheelchair to
watch. President Clinton signed
into law the most sweeping
handgun control bill in a quarter
century Tuesday. "Americans
are finally fed up with violence,"
the president declared.
Cheers and applause erupted in
the East Room as Clinton signed
the long-fought bill before an audience of law enforcement officials, mayors, governors, members of Congress and families
who have lost relatives to gun
violence.
The new law will require a
five-day waiting period and
background check on handgun
buyers when it takes effect in 90
days. It was named for Brady,
the White House press secretary
who was gravely wounded and
left disabled in the 1981 assassination attempt against thenPresident Reagan.
Reading slowly from notes as
his wife, Sarah, held a microphone for him, Brady called the
ceremony "the end of unchecked
madness and the commencement
of a heartfelt crusade for a safer
and saner country."
It was the first major gun bill
since 1968 when Congress banned mail-order purchases of rifles, shotguns, handguns and
ammunition and curbed out-ofst an- buying of those firearms.
Clinton said the Brady Bill finally passed "because grassroots
America changed its mind and
demanded that this Congress not
leave here without doing something about this. And all the rest
of us, even Jim and Sarah, did
was to somehow light that spark
that swept across the people of
this country and proved once
again that democracy can work."
"America won this battle," the
president said. "Americans are
finally fed up with violence that
cuts down another citizen with
gunfire every 20 minutes."
A major anti-crime bill is expected to be high on the agenda
for Clinton and Congress next
year. It's a politically popular issue, since polls show that violence-weary Americans say crime is
their top fear.
Clinton said that opponents
have successfully portrayed gun
restrictions as an impingement
on the American culture of hunting and fishing.
"We have taken this important
part of the life of millions of

See Caravan, page six.
See Brady Bill, page six.
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Passage of bill
long overdue
It's about time.
After about seven years of debate, a handgun
control bill finally passed through Congress last
week and was signed by President Clinton Tuesday.
The Brady Bill, which calls for a five-day waiting
period and background checks on handgun buyers, is
long overdue. Our country has lost thousands of people to gunshot wounds - wounds caused by people
who simply should not have been allowed to purchase a gun.
But, what's done is done. Now the Brady Bill,
named after former White House press secretary
James Brady, who was shot during the assassination
attempt on then-President Reagan, will go into effect
in just 90 days.
In only 90 days.
But how many criminals will end up purchasing a
gun before that time? How many people were shot in
the seven years that Brady and his wife, Sarah, were
desperately trying to have the bill passed through
Congress?
And how many people had to be seriously wounded
and left disabled like Brady, who is in a wheelchair
as a result of his injuries, before we did anything
about it?
It's a shame that people in our country did not have
the sense to realize that this bill directly affects all of
us, whether or not we realize it. We never know when
an accident may occur - especially one that is gunrelated - in a society like ours, where violence is
normal and accepted.
So, why did it take so long to pass? The opponents
of the bill complained that the five-day waiting
period would infringe on the rights of hunters and be
a burden on other competent would-be gun owners.
C'mon - five days should hardly be considered a
burden, especially if one considers that a life could
be saved in the process. Anyone who is irrational and
impatient enough to feel burdened because he or she
must wait five days for a gun probably shouldn't own
one anyway.
The Brady Bill will not infringe on the rights of
Americans. It will simply help protect the freedom
we all enjoy by allowing people to feel a little safer in
their own neighborhoods.
Sure, people can probably get their hands on a gun
if they really wanted, but the background check will
at least reduce the number of gun-related deaths and
injuries.
And to us, that's a lot more important than instant
gratification.
The p<? News gtaff
Photo Editor Teresa Thomas
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Respond
Signed letters or columns express the
beliefs of the individual and in no way
represent the opinions of The BGNews.
All readers are encouraged to express their
opinions through letters to the editor and
guest columns. Letters should be 200-300
words, typed, and contain the writer's
telephone number, address, class rank,
and major.
Send all submissions to: The BG News, 210
West Hall.
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Respect due for everyone
This is not a political column.
It's about basic human respect.
Just before Thanksgiving break, I happened to be watching the TV news. Channel
11 had done a story about getting a car repaired. They pulled a fuel injector wire off
of one of the cylinders, and took the car to
several garages in the Toledo area.
The result they got was that every single
shop they took the car to hooked it up to a diagnostic computer, found the problem, and
fixed it. Each shop charged $50 to $60 dollars
for the computer diagnostic fee.
Now, according to Channel 11, and their
so-called "expert opinion," this problem
should be easily detected and rectified. This
is because the problem was a very simple
thing that a child could fix with the proper
instruction. However, the problem is not
something that happens under normal usage,
and is not easy to detect. Quite frankly, the
shops were set up. Actually, each repair
shop found and fixed the problem quite easily. The fact that several different repair
places were so consistent in charging for the
problem shows that the work was done
fairly. But, the implication was that the diagnostic fee was a rip-off that these mechanics were charging the undercover motorists.
It was almost as if the reporters expected
the problem to be fixed for free, because the
car was very easily repaired once it was diagnosed. A needle might also be found very
easily in a haystack, if you knew exactly
where it was.
If you went to your doctor, and he told you
that you had a common cold, would you expect his services to be provided for free? No.
In fact, if you simply walk in his door, you
are going to be out at least $30. But the mechanics were made to look like shysters.
Now, if I were simply complaining about a
bad example of journalism, I wouldn't have
much of a newsflash here. But this is but one
example of a common theme I have been noticing.
It seems that if a person is working in the
automotive field, they are at best unin-

Jack Ihle
telligent or at worst dishonest, or so the
common opinion goes. Most types of businesses go unquestioned, but if they are repair, sell, fuel, wash, or rent cars, then they
must surely be dishonest.
College students and college graduates, in
particular, seem to harbor this attitude. I
think this is because most of these people
don't have a clue about cars themselves.
Because automobiles have long been an interest of mine, my peers in college often ask
me why they were charged for things or why
they were treated like they were. The fact is,
automobiles are complicated machines.
They are expensive to repair. It takes a
trained person to fix them in a professional
manner. That's just reality.
When I worked at a local gas station a few
years ago, people would often become irate
at me because their car was costing them a
lot of money and I happened to be behind the
register charging them for it. They assumed
I was an idiot because I was at a gas station,
and were quite surprised when I told them
that I was a student, and simply preferred
not to flip burgers for money.
Another reason that people don't trust repair shops is that they often know somebody
who can repair the car for them, for less
money. A "do-it- yourself-er" can often do
the job for less. But, they are not liable for
the result, and there is no warranty. Your

cousin Larry may be able to fix your brakes
for $20, but what happens when they fail because he took some shortcuts?
My first car, affectionately known as the
Deathride, would have been a prime candidate for a new engine (about $1500) if it had
been shown to any sane mechanic. But, with
a quart of oil every hundred miles, and a new
sparkplug or two every two hundred, it got
me back and forth to school my freshman
year. I've since questioned whether my parents truly cared about me for allowing me to
drive that bomb across Ohio so many times,
but I had very few problems. Without my
own "fix-it" abilities, the Deathride would
have been the death of my finances, but it
would be because the car was recyclable
scrap on borrowed time. Dishonest mechanics would not be to blame.
After I thought about this general disrespect of those in the automotive field, it
occured to me that it may not be limited to
just this. I just happen to have some experience with cars, and I have been on both sides
of this fence.
But maybe this is really a question of
social class. Maybe it's just one example of
the educated class looking down on the
working class. In general, a lot of my college
peers lack respect for those who did not get
to go to college.
This may be because they are viewed as
lazy or untalented, but in many cases this is
simply not true. A lot of workers did not
have the opportunity to receive higher education. Judging them to be somehow less for
this is unfair.
It occured to me that this could be the next
frontier for social awareness. We now recognize that people should not be prejudged
for race, sex, sexual orientation, or religious
beliefs. These are noble ideals, and should be
pursued.
But to this list perhaps we should began to
consider class. I think the same stress that is
given to these standard components of
multicultural awareness should be given to
recognizing the value of the working class.

LETTERS TO THE EDITO
Holocaust deniers
cause controversy
The BG News:
On Nov. 18 Bradley Smith
placed an ad in The News entitled
"A Revisionist's View of the U.S.
Holocaust Memorial Musuem,"
which denies the existence of the
Holocaust.
This ad and others like it have
been placed in various college
newspapers by the "Committee
for Open Debate in the Holocaust" and its sister organization.
The Institute for Historical review.
For the past 15 years these two
groups have claimed, in campus
ads and other forums, that
neither the genocide of the Jews
nor the gas chambers were facts
of World War II.
They cleverly present their
claims under the umbrella of
open debate and free speech, but
instead use half truths and innuendo to promote conclusions
that are at best specious. They
are not interested in real debate;
they do not respond to documentary evidence and personal
testimony which run diametrically counter to their position.
Although the Institute for His-

torical Review has been working
to overturn the current concensus about the nature and scope of
the Holocaust since 1979, its
efforts have been unsuccessful.
Its most publicized effort went
down to defeat, when the institute offered a reward of $50,000
if anyone could prove the Nazis
operated gas chambers to exterminate Jews during World War
II.
Mel Mermelstein, a survivor of
Auschwitz whose mother and sister were gassed there, filed a
lawsuit against IHR and eventually won the case, the Los Angeles Superior Court ordered IHR to
pay the full reward and an additional sum for pain and suffering.
But losing this case did not stop
the deniers. Since 1990, Bradley
Smith has been saturating college campuses with ads like the
one on this campus, hoping to
convince people that the Holocaust is a Jewish hoax. Debates
over whether such ads should be
printed have brought deniers
millions of dollars of free publicity.
Ironically, however. Smith's
efforts have brought unforseen
results: at hundreds of campuses,
including this one, the Holocaust

is being taught in a variety of
courses. Given the recent Roper
survey, revealing that one third
of Americans are not convinced
that the Holocaust happened, this
flowering of courses is surely
beneficial.
Anyone who genuinely wants
to see what documentary materials historians do use to provide
evidence that the gas chambers
did and still do exist and were
used can read Timothy Ryback's
generally excellent article, "Evidence of Evil," in the Nov. IS,
1993 New Yorker.
Another way to know such extreme forms of evil is to visit a
death camp, and stand face to
face with a column of ovens,
which one of us did last summer.
After all is said and done, it is
important to remember that for
the great majority of historians,
whether the Holocaust occured is
not a debatable issue. The destruction of European Jewry is
tragically real and uncontestable.
Thomas Klein
Alice Calderonello
Professors of English

The BG News:
Parking at this University is
not a guaranteed right, it is a
privilege that you pay for when
you get a parking sticker. Furthermore, driving Itself is a privilege that I believe everyone who
owns a car takes for granted.
There would be no parking
problem If University students
who lived within a mile or two of
campus chose to walk or ride a
bike instead. This does not cause
the extreme hardships that most
students expect.
In fact, it would save a lot of
time and headaches for everyone. It would also cut down on the
amount of carbon dioxide being
emitted which is responsible for
greenhouse gas.
There has also been talk of the
University building a parking
garage to accommodate these
excess automobiles. This would
certainly be a waste of money, a
dangerous situation for women
using the garage at night and an
excuse for students to continue
their consumptive way of life.

Amy Kover
Junior
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WILL THE BRADY BILL AND GUN CONTROL MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
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By Solomon Omo-Osagle

I support gun control legislation. I cannot believe for the
life of me that anyone, and I
mean anyone, in the face of increased gun violence and teenage access to guns, in the face
of domestic violence that ends
up with the use of a gun that
results in the death of one of
the parties in the dispute, will
oppose a legislation that will
instill sanity in the minds of
the insane people who use guns
to commit acts of despicable
horror.
Countless studies have been
conducted in the past, I won't
even attempt to name them because there are so many, that
show that guns do not protect
people. Rather they have resulted in more deaths than
they have saved lives. Teenagers are having more access
to guns now than at any other
time in the history of this nation. Furthermore, they are
committing more serious
crimes with these guns than
even those who are seeking
protection from it.
A hard-working friend of
mine was shot and almost
killed by a 13 year old who was
just testing out the gun that he
had bought that evening, this
was what he told the police.
This is a 30-year-old man
who was simply working his
heart out to provide a roof over
his head. Ladies and gentle-

men, he was shot by a 13 year
old! How can anyone explain
this to me? My friend will
never be able to walk to the library without the aid of a walking stick.
Why, for goodness sake must
that 13-year-old child have
such a deadly weapon in his
hand? Parents where are you?
I really do not care who is
offended here. But if someone
commits a crime with a gun
whether it results in death or
not, that person should be
locked up and the key thrown
away.
This gun violence is becoming senseless and irritating.
Guns are used for one purpose
and that is to kill people. Don't
even think about it. Some are
going to say that guns do not
kill, it is people who kill. Nonsense.
Have people become so uncivilized that they cannot
settle their scores with people
using fist fights? As far as I am
concerned, it is not civilized to
use guns to settle quarrels or
arguments. If guns were absent, then the possibility of
someone dying from gun shot
wounds would be non existent.
I am sure that there are
some who will scream the Second Amendment loud to try to
support their argument. The
Second Amendment does not
say you have to collect a cache
of weapons in the name of
protection.
There are those who will say
that there are hunters who
need to hunt in order to sur-

vive. Granted. But what kind
of animal do you need an uzi
and a mac-10 to hunt? Do your
really need assualt weapons
and hand guns to hunt?
Some say we need the guns
to protect ourselves. In other
words we have become the
fear and afraid of the fear at

the same time, is this the definition of a civilized society?
I do not see anything wrong
with the Brady Bill which will
require a five day waiting
period for the purchase of a
hand gun. This bill will reduce
as well as keep trek of the
number of guns that people
can buy.
I believe that it is a good way
to start. Ladies and gentlemen,
we have a huge problem staring us in the face. A gun control legislation with 100 percent enforcement rate is need

gfNo

ByJacklhle
A lot of attention has been
given to the Brady Bill lately,
and the anticipated signing
into law by President Clinton
last night. This legislation provides for a five-day waiting
period before a firearm can be
purchased.

Most people will admit that
this will hardly slow a criminal
from obtaining a gun. In fact,
twenty-three states already
have waiting periods in place,
with no drop in violent crime.
The waiting period has very
little effect on crime. An instant criminal record background check done at the point
of sale makes more sense than
a "waiting period."
The National Rifle Association, well known for fighting
aggressively against gun control in any way, shape or form,
even supports criminal back-

ground checks.
The public likes the Brady
Bill because they remember
how James Brady was permanently wounded in the assassination attempt on Ronald
Reagan. Ironically, a criminal
background check may have
done much more to prevent
that particular shooting than a
waiting period could have.
It's the more severe forms of
gun control that are a lot more
scary. Basically, a lot of people
feel that private citizens
should have no right to own a
gun at all.
However, we should be trying to find out why the crime is
increasing, not concentrating
on the tools that the criminal is
using. If a sudden wave of garden hoe violence broke out,
would there be an outcry for
garden hoe regulation? No, because most hoe owners are law
abiding, tomato-planting, dirtplowing citizens.
The prevention of crime
through the ownership of a gun
is a factor that is usually left
out of crime figures by gun
control advocates. If all guns
were taken out of the hands of
law-abiding citizens, as some
would do, criminals would certainly still have guns. But your
right to defend yourself
against them would be taken
away.
Hunters comprise one of the
largest groups of gun owners.
This sport seems brutal to a lot
of people. Most hunters eat
what they kill, however, so this
is no more brutal than buying a

hamburger at Hot-N-Now.
None of my above arguments are the strongest
reasons for gun ownership
rights. You see, about two hundred years ago, a bunch of
very intelligent men gathered
together to decide how to bring
a nation together under a fair
and free government.
Well, after T. Jefferson and
company got around to guaranteeing a few little rights
such as speech, press and religion, they knocked out something called "The right to bear
arms."
Some people claim that, because we have an army, private citizens should not have
guns. However, when our Constitution was written, we were
just shaking off the chains of
tyrannical monarchy. The
founding fathers most certainly meant that the people
should have the right to bear
arms. That's why they wrote
"people" into the Second
Amendment.
They not only were providing for security of the state,
they were providing for security of the FREE state.
Completely unarming citizens takes away all ability to
resist the government, and
hence, the government can do
whatever it likes.
Today, we even have proposals to repeal the Second
Amendment. It is too bad that
many today do not apprecaite
the concept of a free state and
why arms are necessary to
preserve it.

COLUMNS
American melting pot turns into beef stew
There's a problem with America today. Racism, sexism, homophobiaism and almost every
other "ism" you can think of is
rooted in shaky foundations.
Let's take racism. Without rehashing all that's been said and
done, there seems to be miscommunication between those
involved. One would have to be
blind, or caught too far up in
their side's ideology, to realize
that there is a middle ground that
must be reached if we are to end
the struggle.
Both sides have mounted
strong campaigns. Both sides
have valid points. Both sides are
right - within their own spheres
of existence. By this, I mean that
when one group voice grievences
about the other, they are right.
They are right, of course, within
their group. This is so because
this is the only viewpoint they
are familiar with. For instance,
living in an exclusively black (or
white) region, fosters a certain
culture. Members of this culture
live and breathe similar situations; situations that are alien to
those outside these circumstances, (ie: "It's a Black Thing; You
wouldn't understand.")

The end result of groups being expect equal rights, special inseparated is that they lose touch terest groups now want to have
with the needs of other groups. their cake and eat it too. Women
have every right that men do.
Ending this problem was one of The same goes with all minorithe intended purposes of dese- ties. We have equality of rights.
Before I'm labeled as a bigger
gregation. It didn't. Rather then
creating a "Melting Pot" of ideas idiot then some already see me
and cultures, America has be- as, I would like to say that there
come a "Beef Stew"-a potpouri is a major problem facing womof ingredients that should taste en. Unequal pay for equal work. I
good, but that nobody can seem think that the trend of paying
to tolerate. Rather then members women less for doing the same
of each group learning from each job as men is grossly wrong.
other, and sharing (culture, ex- Businesses that practice this
periences, life, etc..) they fight. unequal system of pay should be
Why? It is moronic for us (human forced to change their pay scale,
beings, Americans, whatever you as well as compensate for lost
want to call us) to hate so much.
wages.
I really think that people need
The issue of equality between to start thinking about what is
the sexes is also touchy. Why is happening in America today. I
this so? I believe the tension is hear people complaining all of
there because too many women the time about what is wrong will not allow the issue to rest. e PC, Racism, gay-bashing, maleRather then attempting to gain a bashing, blah, blah, blah. Too
right where there is none, many many people are being told what
groups (racial as well as wom- to think, and aren't taking the inien's) are getting greedy. Many of tiative to better themselves and
these groups are looking to "get their lives. Too many people rely
ahead" in the world without do- on others to survive. It is about
ing the work. I disagree with the time that people get a little selfphilosophy that seems to be go- esteem and make things happen
ing around nowadays. Apparent- for themselves - rather then exly, it is no longer good enough to pecting handouts.

Letters to the Editor
Holocaust denial
promotes racism

ious orientation insulting the
whole of humanity.
It is important to realize that
printing this ad is not a question
of freedom of speech, as it is an
The BG News:
I am writing in response to the advertisement and not a featured
advertisement printed in the editorial. The editors of the
Nov. 18 edition of The News enti- newspaper reserve the right to
tled "A revisionist's view of the reject any advertisement which
U.S. Holocaust Memorial Mu- they deem inappropriate.
Had a porno mag requested
seum."
I am appalled that a University The News print an ad featuring a
newspaper would accommodate nude individual, I am sure their
such a racist and fictitious piece request would be promptly deof garbage. Furthermore, I am a nied, as such an ad would be conChristiam who is supported by sidered sexually obscene and
numerous fellow Christians that offensive.
Yet, an ad which dubiously atare equally offended by such a
pathetic disregard for and bla- tempts to deny a people their histant ridicule of the victimization tory and, in doing so, makes a
and suffering of the Jewish peo- mockery of the suffering which
ple.
they have had to endure is not
This is an offense which ex- demmed to be ?bscene racially?
tends beyond ethnic and religAlso, this is not a question of

personal interpretation. The
facts are that the Holocaust is an
all too real historical event and
there is numerous documentation to verify this.
Denying the existence of the
Holocaust is like denying the existence of slavery in America.
This ad is nothing more than a
manipulative attempt to deny
historical fact so as to deny people their history.
Therefore, this ad is to be seen
as blatantly racist as well as a
viscous attack on the dignity and
intelligence of humanity. It is
reprehensible enough that racists exist in society, but must
the University accomodate
them?
Adrienne Bosco
Junior

The way I see it, things will not
change until people get off of
their duffs and do something
about it. Anybody can whine, but
it takes more then complaining to
make things right. It takes a good
idea, support from others and the
guts to take a stand.
It takes people working
together.
But, rather then working
together to deviate our problems, we decide to focus on nega-

tives, propaganda and lies to further our own ideolgies. It's stupid, it's immature and it's flat-out
wrong. We need to work
together, and agree on what we
collectively want and need. This
will work if we all want the same
thing - equality.
Therin lies one of the problems
- I don't think we all want the
same thing. There are too many
groups claiming they want equality when all they are looking for

is revenge, superiority and/or
dominance.
If equality is the true goal, then
we should all be willing to talk
about things.
Be open with your thoughts, be
open with your opinions. Believe
in something and stick your
ground. But be willing to hear
others out, to accept new ideas
and learn on a daily basis.
Greg Walters is a guest columnist.

Seeing other countries
opens poeple's minds
I firmly believe that either living in a foreign country and/or
having close foreign friends can
often open your mind up to new
and very different, but sometimes disturbing ideas and experiences that can cause you to
learn more about yourself and
other people more than you can
ever imagine otherwise.
Growing up in the American
South as a child most of my life I
never realized things could be so
differnt outside of my wellacquainted and comfortable
boundries of the sun-belt. After
living in Austria, now designated
as located in Central Europe and
being able to travel to numerous
East Bloc countries during the
winds of great societal and political change in the early 1990's, I
pondered more about my own society and its problems.
Since I was a child I was fasinated in people and things
different than 1 was. Once as a
small child I was told by my
grandfather not to watch Bill
Cosby's Fat Albert Show on television because they were black
cartoon characters.
I did not understand why he
blamed some of society's problems on black people. As I found
in multiethic regions in central
Europe sometimes certain people
would blame the downrodden
minorities for rising crime rates.
The Central Europeans often
blamed the mysterious Gypsy
people for causing trouble.

Rather similiar to how some old
white segregationists felt toward
their African-American fellow
citizens.
Interestingly enough, I asked
some Austrians and Russians in
Europe about Gypsies, often,
they could not say more than one
or two factual sentences about
these elusive often darker-skinned people.
"Thiefs" and "cheats" were
among the perjoratives I heard.
There had to be plenty more to
find out. I decided to find out
about them myself since I saw
Gypsy women and children almost everyday often panhandling on the streets of Vienna
Gypsies or Roma as they prefer to call themselves are originally from Punjab region of India They were all forced to migrate from India roughly in the
1300's. They headed West
towards Medieval Europe, and
large numbers settled in what today is Iran.
Today they are very numerous
in Eastern Europe and are scattered about on all inhabited continents of the world.
Today Gypsies are still treated
as outcasts in Europe. Roma, for
example, make up about five
percent of the population In
Hungary, but virtually live in
total separation from Hungarians; very few Gypsies have assimilated into local culture.
A significant amount of the
immigration taking place now

towards the affluent Western
Europe is due to Gypsies, who
have been traditional nomads
anyway.
Sometimes Europeans mistake
them for Romanians or other
Southern Europens, since Balkan
people often have darker skin
shades as well.
Despite bad things I heard
about Gypsies I spoke with some
anyway to find out how they feel
being treated as outcasts, one
Gypsy from Macedonia (Yugoslavia,) married to a Swiss friend
of mine, now living in Switzerland, told me he tells Swiss people that he "just a dark Yugoslav" and uses a Macedonian
name. No one doubts his story.
My swiss friend could not even
reveal her husband's true ethnicity to her family without fearing great disappointment.
This caused me to think more
about race and other charactenst-s that people use to distinguish themselves often negatively from one another.
My yearning to learn about
things foreign caused me to write
this in hopes that it will provoke
you to seek out experiences that
cause me to be aware in a
different perspective of the intricate and complicated, but intriguing world around you; it
may even perturb you.
Mamie Williams is a guest
columist.
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Planetarium offers excitement University
to push paper
recycling
by Julie BaOcock
contributing reporter

Dale W. Smith does his best to
defeat the image of science as a
difficult and boring subject
through his job at the University.
"The world around us is a fascinating place. Science is a way
of learning about that world,"
said Smith, who has been director of the University's planetarium since it was built 11 years
ago.
Smith, who said he has always
been fascinated by science, said
he became interested in astronomy when a friend gave him a
book on the subject in the third
grade.
Smith has a chance to share his
enthusiasm of science through
his job as director of the planetarium.
The planetarium is a round
theater that is housed under a
40-foot white dome. It is located
in the Physical Sciences building
near the northwest corner of the
University campus.
Just about anyone has the opportunity to experience what the
planetarium has to offer through
various programs.
The planetarium offers programs to the general public, public school children and college
students.
The planetarium offers two
new multimedia programs every
year that are available to anyone
who is interested. Free parking is

"The world around us is a fascinating place.
Science is a way of learning about that world."
Dale W. Smith, University planetarium director

available near the planetarium.
The programs are generally free
but a $1 donation is suggested.
The donations can be put in a box
located near the entrance of the
planetarium after the show.
A multimedia program is a
show which combines images
shown through a star projector
which is located in the center of
the auditorium and through
images projected from over 30
slide projectors that are located
around the outer edge of the ceiling around the planetarium.
The slide projectors project
images in the form of cartoons,
photographs and other graphics
all over the ceiling of the planetarium. A recreation of the night
sky made possible through a star
projector may also be seen sporadically throughout the program.
All of the images are accompanied with narration and music.
Visitors attending the
multimedia programs are advised by ushers to sit in the seats
located in the back of the auditorium in order to get the best view
of the show. The planetarium
seats 118 people.
A new multimedia show is presented every fall and spring.
Smith said he orders the fall
shows and writes and produces

the spring shows.
The production process for the
spring presentations is a long
one.
Smith said it takes approximately 600 minutes of production
time for one minute of show time.
According to Smith, the
hardest production step is writing the script, but he also said it
is the most enjoyable one.
Smith said writing the script is
difficult because he has to keep
the visual aspects of the show in
mind at the same time. He also
tries to write the script so that it
"flows poetically to the ear."
The most recent spring show
was "The Seabird Show." It featured the A to Z's of seabirds.
Smith said he got the idea from a
1987 vacation to a remote fishing
village in Quebec, Canada. He
thought it would be neat to bring
the experience to the general
public.
He said although he tries to incorporate astronomy in most of
his shows such as Water World
(which was shown two springs
ago), astronomy was not worked
into the Seabird Show.
"It was more a personal essay," he said.
The styles of the spring and
fall shows are entirely different.

Holiday Craft fair

Smith said.
Smith said the subjects he
picks are interesting, but are
ones he would not want to write
about when he orders a fall show.
Smith also chooses topics that
catch interest and are not too
narrow.
"I try to look for more broadbased, interdisciplinary topics,"
he said.
Smith said he usually commits
to both the home-produced shows
and the ordered shows a year
ahead of time.
He said the fall program was
an exception because he did not
commit until June.
The fall program was a double
feature about backyard astronomy.
The first show "More than
Meets the Eye," was an introduction to star gazing. It compared
what one can see with the naked
eye in comparison to binoculars,
telescopes and space probes.
The second show was titled
"The Light Hearted Astronomer." It told the dos and don'ts
of astronomy and was narrated
with humor.
The last day of the fall program was Nov. 21.
The spring show is entitled
"Unworldly Weather." It is about
nature's most extreme weather weather in outer space. Tentative
show times are scheduled for
Tuesday and Friday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 7:30 p.m. from Jan. 21
See Planetarium, page five.

by Leah Barnum
environment reporter
Paper is probably the most prevalent recyclable item at most
colleges, but at the University, not much of the paper used is recycled. So the University recycling program is expanding to
make paper recycling more convenient for office workers on
campus.
The plan of expansion was developed after the University
program did a waste audit in spring 1993 and discovered that
most of the paper from offices is discarded with the normal
trash, said Craig Wittig, coordinator of recycling programs at
the University.
Ninety percent of the Administration Building's trash is paper
and 60 percent of that paper is recyclable, Wittig said, but it
goes out with other trash to a landfill.
"I think we definitely need education," he said.
In response to the audit, the University recycling program
purchased 10,000 recycling bins to be placed in every office on
campus, Wittig said.
The office bins can be used for all kinds of paper, including
envelopes with windows, manilla envelopes and colored paper,
Wittig said.
The University recycling program will send the mixed paper
to the Fort Howard Paper Company in Greenbay, Wis. because it
takes the lower grades of paper, he said.
That makes it more convenient because no separation is
necessary, Wittig said.
The only types of paper that can not be mixed with the others
are glossy and newpaper, he said.
Wittig said he hopes to start distributing the bins to offices
within the next month, but he wants to take the time to educate
people about their use, Wittig said.
"I'm trying to go personally to every department office to
hand [the bins] out so I can answer questions," he said.

10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Today and Tomorrow
Lennart Qrand'Battroom
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Both of these cost about $30 a month,
but ours (Dmes with programs you can actually use.

Cable TV. 65 channels <>/ reruns, game slums and soap opens.

Now, when you choose a qualifying Macintosh' or PowerBook"
computer, you'll not only get Apples new, lower prices. You'll also
get seven popular software programs included for the same low
price. These programs will help you manage your finances, schedule your time and entertain your friends (the software alone has

The Apple' Macintosh LC 520
mm dimes uilb siren incredibly useful programs. Kbal a package.

a combined SRPof $596*). And, when you qualify for the new Apple
Computer Loan, the entire package shown here costs about $30+a
month. So, for high-quality programming, turn on a Macintosh
or PowerBook. It does more. It costs less. It's that simple. £
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Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information."

You can pick up a price list inside the door, first floor Hayes Hall
then call 372-7724 for a sales appointment.
•Price does not include sales tax, shipping or handling fee
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Local
Police chase vehicle
Teens charged with vehicular offenses
by Joe Peltier
police reporter
Monday night the streets of Bowling Green were
used as an unofficial practice course for the Grand
Theft Prix as police chased a stolen car at speeds
over 100 mph.
The chase, which took place around 11:45 p.m.,
began in Perrysburg and ended with the juvenile
car thieves crashing into a field.
The driver was charged with unauthorized use of
a moter vehicle, willful and wanton disregard for
safety, six counts of running a red light, fleeing
and eluding and resisting arrest.
The stolen car was southbound on Route 25 when
police received a radio call requesting assistance
in stopping the car, according to the police report.

One officer responded and was in the inside lane of
Route 25 when the stolen car passed him without
slowing.
Police said another officer then picked up the
chase at the intersection of Poe Road and Main
Street. The cars sped through downtown and continued southbound on Route 25, where one of the
police cars passed the stolen vehicle. The driver of
the stolen car tried.to escape by jumping the
median and turning around in a parking lot, police
said.
After attempting to ram the other squad car, the
youth then again drove over the median and attempted to drive northbound in the southbound
lanes, police said. According to the police report,
the driver then lost control and landed in a "freshly plowed field."

Elections board member
accused of breaking law
The Associated Press
TOLEDO - The Lucas
County prosecutor said Tuesday he believes state law was
violated when absentee ballot
vote totals were released to
Mayor-elect Carty Finkbeiner
before the polls closed on Election Day.
Prosecutor Anthony Pizza
said he would present evidence
to a Lucas County grand jury
on Wednesday.
Pizza said Steve DeBolt, an
Elections Board member and
executive director of the Republican Party's executive
committee, told Finkbeiner
about three hours before the
polls closed that he had
received 58 percent of the
2,126 absentee votes.
Pizza said it is illegal for
anyone connected with an elections board to make voter results public before the polls
close.
Offenders could be dismissed from the elections
board and spend up to one year
in jail, he said.
DeBolt declined to comment
Tuesday. But he has said that
he did not know disclosing the
information was illegal.
Finkbeiner, 54, defeated
Mike Femer, 42, in the Nov. 2
nonpartisan election.
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Pizza said he discussed the
case Monday with Finkbeiner.
"I asked him where he got
the information and what he
did with the results. He said he
got the results after 4 p.m. on
Election Day," Pizza said.
Pizza said the disclosure will

not change the election results.
After Finkbeiner won, he
said he was given absentee
vote results the afternoon of
the election. Ferner then asked
for an independent investigation.

Finkbeiner looking
for administrators
The Associated Press
TOLEDO - Hundreds of people have applied for 11 highranking city jobs since Mayor-elect Carry Finkbeiner advertised
the positions in newspapers around the country.
The City Council on Nov. IS gave Finkbeiner $15,000 to recruit
new administrators.
Ads were placed in The Blade as well as The New York Times,
The Wall Street Journal, the Los Angeles Times and several
other newspapers.
The city is changing its form of government in January. The
mayor will be given administrative powers the city manager
now holds. The manager's post will be eliminated.
Finkbeiner has received about 300 applications from around
the nation, said Thomas Palmer, co-chairman of Finkbeiner's
transition team.
But the number increases daily, said Ed Boblitt, who was
Finkbeiner's campaign spokesman. He said the daily mail has
been so heavy that all the applications have not been counted.
Palmer, transition team Co-Chairman David Boston and subcommittees of the 16-member team are interviewing applicants.

Campus planetarium educates,
entertains starry-eyed audience
Planetarium
Continued from page four.

Smith allows the audience to ask
through March 18 and from questions. The questions can
March 20 through April 22. Ten- vary from inquiries about
tative Saturday shows are sched- different constellations to quesuled for February 12 and March tions on whether there is life on
12 at 2 p.m.
other planets.
One recent visitor asked if
Two other multimedia shows
are also offered at the planetar- there was civilization in space.
ium. These shows remain the
"Is there civilization here?"
same every year.
Smith joked in response. He then
A Christmas show, the "Secret explained that although it is posof the Star," will return for its sible, he did not think other civifourth season beginning this lizations existed.
The planetarium also offers
week. The show will be offered
star gazing opportunities to infrom Dec. 3 to Dec. 19.
Smith said the show was lost terested persons. They are offered to the general public after
last year due to budget cuts.
Another show is "Larry, Cat in weekend shows on a clear night.
Space." It is geared toward Smith said the weather usually
young children and is about a cat cancels two or three star gazing
shows.
who takes a trip to the moon.
Star gazers are taken to the top
Smith said the most popular
show presented at the planetar- of the observatory and are alium was a show about Halley's lowed to look through a telesComet in 1986. That show was a cope. A maximum of 20 people
joint production between the are taken up at one time.
Smith has a staff of six stuUniversity and Youngstown
dents who help with the
State University.
Smith said the home-produced multimedia shows and the star
shows are generally more popu- gazing opportunities.
He said some assistants are aslar than the shows he orders.
Before every multimedia tronomy students, while others
show. Smith reveals the night sky are not. All of them help with the
and all the constellations that can star gazing and three of the more
be seen during the time of year experienced staff members
of the show to the audience. The serve as ushers and operators
sky is created by the star projec- during the presentations.
Public school children have a
tor. Constellations are also illustrated on the back of the pro- special opportunity to experigrams that are given to each visi- ence what the planetarium has to
offer.
tor.
Smith said about 100 shows are
After the star presentation.

presented to school groups every
year. Teachers can choose from a
variety of programs such as star
talks, interactive programs presented in a workshop style or any
of the full multimedia programs
that were presented in the past.
"We keep everything," said
Smith of the multimedia shows.
School presentations are
scheduled for Tuesdays and
Thursdays, as Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays are
reserved for University classes.
Smith said spring is the busiest
time of the year for school programs because most school field
trips are scheduled during that
time.
The planetarium serves as a
classroom as well. Smith, who
said he works about 70 hours a
week during the academic school
year, teaches one course per semester. He is teaching a class on
the Solar System this fall.
"Science is neat stuff, and we're trying to communicate it,"
said Smith when summing up the
planetarium's agenda.
Pamphlets and programs that
provide background information
about the planetarium and
multimedia shows are offered to
the general public. They are located near the entrance of the
planetarium and can be picked
up almost anytime.

Orders from the North Pole...

Santa Says, "In appreciation of all
of our customers, we will be having a..."

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION DAY

The number of finalists for each position will be narrowed to
three or four within a few weeks, Finkbeiner said.

Thursday, December 2nd
8 a.m. -6 p.m.
Everyone Invited!

NOMINATIONS FOR 1994
Graduate Assistant Teaching Award

20% OFF
YOUR PURCHASES*

Undergraduates! Graduate Student Colleagues!
Faculty Members! Administrators!
Tell us about your best Graduate Teaching Assistant!
Nominations are solicited for Graduate Teaching Assistants who are engaged in
classroom instruction and who meet award eligibility criteria. The Teaching
Assistant must have taught a course for which he/she had a major
responsibility at any time in 1993. Those eligible will come from one or more of
the following categories: 1) GA teaching own section(s), 2) GA leading
study/recitation section(s), 3) GA teaching laboratory section(s)* The final
deadline for nominations is January 21, 1994; however, we encourage written
nominations by December 17,1993
This award recognizes excellence in undergraduate teaching by graduate
assistants and is sponsored by the Graduate Student Pmfessional
Development Program and the Graduate College.

Graduate Assistant Teaching Award Nomination Form
{Please PlmO

Name of Nominee
______
Department^
Course Name and Number
Semester Taught □ Spring 1993 □ Summer 1993 Q Fall 1993
Reasons for nomination (please continue on separate sheet)
Your name in full
You are a(n):
J Undergraduate
J Administrator
Bowling Green Phone Number
Signature

J

□

Graduate Student
Other

□ Faculty Member
-Date.

Return to: Graduate Assistant Teaching Award
Graduate Student Professional Development Program
c/o Telecommunications Department
Howling Green State University
Campus Mail, or Bowling Green, OH 43403
* (Ex*m proctors and gradan are ineligible for this award.)

'ExceptTextbooks, Photo Supplies, Sundries, Hard Cover
Best Sellers, and Special orders. No other Discounts Apply.

University Bookstore

m
Student Services Building

372-2851
Mon. - Thurs.
8:00 - 6:00
Fri.
8:00 - 5:00
Sat.
9-5
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Navy officers unaware of abuse Doctors debate
safety of silicone
breast implants

by Anne Gearan
The Associated Press

NORFOLK, Va - The Navy's
highest-ranking uniformed officer said under oath Monday he
never saw any misconduct at the
1991 Tailhook aviators convention and was unaware until
months later that women were
abused there.
"I didn't know of anything that
happened at Tailhook," Adm.
Frank B. Kelso II testified at a
military court hearing for two
officers charged in the scandal.
He told military Judge William
T. Vest Jr. he was never on the
third floor of the Las Vegas Hilton on Saturday, Sept. 7, 1991,
when 83 women have said they
were sexually assaulted.
Former Navy Secretary H.
Lawrence Garrett III testified
later that he was on the third
floor that night and didn't see Ke-

Truck
causes
Amtrak
eras h
by Ike Floret
The Associated Press
INTERCESSION CITY,
Fla. - An Amtrak passenger
train slammed into a tractor-trailer stalled at a railroad crossing and derailed
Tuesday, injuring at least
45 people.
The driver of the rig
could not be found, authorities said.
"We don't know if he's
dead or if he jumped from
the truck," said Mike Mahoney, an Osceola County
fire-rescue dispatcher. He
said at least 45 were hurt,
but the total could be almost double that.
The eight-car Silver
Meteor, bound for New
York City from Tampa, was
carrying 103 passengers
and about eight crew members when the accident occurred in early afternoon,
said Sue Martin, an Amtrak
spokeswoman in Washington, D.C.
Four of the train cars
were thrown off the tracks
in the accident, she said.
The derailment occurred
near Intercession City, 20
miles southwest of Orlando.
A green truck, apparently
with a large generator on
board, was tangled in the
train's wreckage.

"Maybe I should be more prudish, but I am not."
H. Lawrence Garrett III, former Navy secretary

lso or any wrongdoing.
Kelso and Garrett testified in
the cases of Cmdrs. Thomas Miller and Gregory Tritt. The pair
face court-martial for the Tailthe prosecutions because his location during the incidents is in
dispute.
Kelso said he first heard of the
sexual misconduct allegations
when Lt. Paula Coughlin came
forward to say she was a victim
of abuse by her colleagues some
two months after the September
1991 gathering of naval fliers.
"I was not there," he said.
"How sure are you?" asked Lt.
Cmdr. Wayne Ritter. the prosecutor.
"I am positive," Kelso responded.
Kelso, who is chief of naval

operations, is the Navy's highestranking admiral and a member of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
He said that during the raucous
third-floor party, he was on the
hook scandal unless Vest agrees
to drop charges against them.
Defense lawyers say the charges should be thrown out because
Kelso appointed the admiral
overseeing the Tailhook cases
and because Kelso has a stake in
hotel's main floor, attending a
speech by then-Navy Secretary
Garrett. Afterward, he said, he
went into the hotel's casino to
gamble.
Garrett said he went to the
third-floor patio area. Although it
was crowded, he said he was certain he would have seen Kelso if
he were there because it is cus-

tomary for the chief of naval
operations to seek out the Navy
secretary In social settings.
"If Admiral Kelso were present he would have come over to
do nothing more than extend a
hand and exchange greetings," by Christopher Connell
Garrett said.
The Associated Press

Garrett, who resigned last year
over Tailhook, also said he saw
WASHINGTON - The American Medical Association renewed its
nothing improper. He said he was quarrel with the government over silicone breast implants Tuesday
aware of a room where men and said women ought to be able to get them for cosmetic purposes
shaved women's legs, but did not once informed of the risks.
try to stop the activity.
The doctors' organization said that notwithstanding the alarms
raised about implants in the past two years, there is no convincing
"I was assured by my aides evidence that they cause diseases.
that this was a purely voluntary
The Journal of the American Medical Association, in Wednesday's
action of both parties," Garrett edition, published a report by the AMA's Council of Scientific Adsaid. "Maybe I should be more visers on breast implants and a stinging retort from FDA Commisprudish, but I am not."
sioner David A. Kessler.
Kessler said the AMA faulted others for the controversy, but overDefense attorneys say they looked "the serious failings of physicians" who used the silicone imhave written statements from plants for 30 years without giving women adequate information about
more than 30 people who placed their risks.
Kelso on the third floor that Sat"Congress has made clear that caveat emptor [let the buyer beurday night.
ware] is not the accepted standard for medical products marketed in
this country," the FDA chief and two colleagues wrote.
He said the agency had accumulated even more evidence of possible health problems posed by the rupture of silicone implants since
last December, when the AMA's House of Delegates adopted as its
official policy the council report just now appearing in the medical
journal.
Dr. M. Roy Schwarz, the AMA's senior vice president for medical
education and science, said the council had reviewed those studies
peer back 14 billion light-years and remains unconvinced. The council members decided in a telewith clarity instead of 4 billion phone conference Monday to stand by their recommendations, he
light-years, Americans will be said.
"getting a bargain for the money
Kessler in January 1992 called for a moratorium on use of silicone
invested," Leckrone said.
breast implants because of unanswered safety questions about the
Here's how Leckrone and other devices implanted in more than one million American women.
NASA officials boil down Hubble
In April 1992 the FDA decided to allow surgeons to use the implants
only in tightly controlled clinical trials. It established procedures for
costs:
The cost of operating and breast cancer patients to get them for reconstructive surgery.
It said then it also would allow some trials involving women seekmaintaining the Hubble telescope since its 1990 launch is ing them for cosmetic purposes, but they have not become widely
available.
about $250 million a year.
The AMA council said women, once fully informed of the risks,
Figure 250 million Americans "should have the right to choose." It said a registry should be kept of
and that comes out to $1 per all patients with implants so they can be tracked in case of problems.
It accused the news media of creating "unnecessary anxiety in
American per year, or about 2
many women" by presenting an unbalanced picture of the safety of
cents a week.
silicone implants.
Kessler called the AMA's posture "disturbing. It fails to examine
The telescope, including development and initial operations, the responsibility of the medical community."
Kessler said the FDA had received 21,968 reports of problems with
cost about $2 billion at the time
of launch That expense was silicone implants in 1992 and 19,144 this year. He said recent studies
spread over a little more than 10 indicate that silicone gel is "a potent antibody."
Even if only 5 percent of the implants rupture, Kessler said, that
years. In simple terms, that's
means "some 75,000 of the one million to two million women with imabout $200 million a year.
plants would be at risk for potentially serious adverse health efFigure about 200 million Amer- fects."
icans back then (even though
Schwarz, an immunologist, said, "We do not find convincing evithere actually were several million more) and that comes out, dence of a relationship between the implant and disease, although we
again, to $1 per American per cannot rule out that some women may have a hypersensitivity which
would make that relationship real.
year, or 2 cents a week.

Hubble to be repaired
Weather may delay shuttle flight to fix telescope
by Marcla Dunn
The Associated Press
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. ~
- Feel free to put in your 2 cents
worth once spacewalking astronauts start trying to fix the Hubble Space Telescope.
That's what it costs each American citizen each week in taxes to
operate and maintain the billiondollar-plus observatory, which
has bad eyesight, bad memory
and a bad case of the jitters.
Space shuttle Endeavour was
due to blast off before dawn
Wednesday on the multimilliondollar mission, considered the
most complex shuttle flight and
biggest repair job in space ever.
Bad weather threatened to delay the flight. Forecasters gave
only a 30 percent chance of
favorable conditions for the
scheduled 4:57 a.m. EST launch
The telescope's future lies in
eight gloved hands - four spacewalkers who will go out in pairs
to install corrective lenses, a new
wide-field planetary camera,
new solar panels, new gyros-

copes, new computer and more.
A record five spacewalks are
planned during the 11-day flight,
and three more are possible if
problems arise with either Hubble or the shuttle.
The tab for the mission is $629
million: $251 million for Hubble
parts, ground operations and related activities and $378 million
for the shuttle trip.
While just about everybody has
criticized NASA for launching
Hubble with an improperly
ground mirror, few have complained about the basic premise
of studying the universe above
Earth's distorting atmosphere.
Nonetheless, some scientists
have complained that ground observatories could do the job almost as well.
David Leckrone, Hubble's
senior project scientist, said he
doesn't think American taxpayers have gotten their money's
worth out of Hubble - yet. The
telescope has been in orbit 3 1/2
years and has 11 1/2 years of
work remaining.
Once Hubble's vision is
restored and the telescope can

Brady Bill

Caravan

Continued from page one.

Americans and turned it into an
instrument of maintaining madness," the president said.
"It is crazy," Clinton said.
"Would I let anybody change that
life in America? Not on your life.
Has that got anything to do with
the Brady Bill or assault weapons
or whether the police have to go
out on the street confronting
teen-agers who are better armed
than they are? Of course not."
He said that signing the Brady

Bill was "step one in taking our
streets back, taking our children
back, reclaiming our families
and our future."
Critics contend the Brady Bill
will have a limited effect because
criminals will simply buy their
weapons in illicit markets.
Clinton and Sarah Brady both
took note of a Washington
Poststory that said background
checks and waiting periods in
California, Florida, Virginia and
Maryland have blocked more

PLfoeAFE

than 47,000 attempted gun purchases by people who at the time
were banned from buying
firearms. At least 25 states have
Brady-like restrictions on handgun sales.

Continued from page one.

bring a candle to the march, it will be all right if they choose to
march without one."
Because the march takes place in Toledo, transportation becomes an issue for students who do not have any way to get
there.
In order to ensure that University students can be a part of the
observance, the task force is offering transportation to any student who wishes to be part of the event. Burns said.
Students who would like to attend the ceremony and need
transportation are asked to meet tonight at 5:20 p.m. in the parking lot by the Student Services Building, Burns said.

Attorney General Janet Reno
said that Sarah Brady had
pledged not to stop with the
Brady Bill. She quoted Sarah
Brady as saying, "We're going to
get the ban on assault weapons
passed."

Robberies
Continued from page one.

dirty appearance.
Brokamp said armed robbers
pounds. He has light brown hair, tend to keep robbing until they
a mustache and a few days of fa- are caught.
cial hair growth He was wearing
"These things tend to run in
a dark blue baseball hat at the
spurts," Brokamp said. "If they
time of the robbery. He is de- do it once they will probably do it
scribed as having a generally again."
inches tall, between 160 to 170

353-0988

inch, 130-pound white man with
reddish blonde hair and a mustache. His hair was long in back
and feathered on the sides, police
said.
The Dairy Mart suspect was
described as a white man 5 feet 5

Greenbriar Inc.
Check Out Our Fall 1994 Listings!
Columbia Court Apartments
East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of
Available Apartments & Houses

224 E. Wooster

352-0717
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Defense paves way
for women's hoops
by Mike Kazimore
sports writer
There is an old saying in sports
that offense sells tickets and defense wins games.
The Bowling Green women's
basketball team played that
proverb to perfection Tuesday
night during its 86*9 win over
Xavier University.
Despite the Falcon's 86 point
offensive effort, it was the solid
play of their defense, especially
Talita Scott, that propelled them
past the Lady Musketeers.
Scott, a senior guard, was given the defensive duty of trying to
stop Xavier's All-American candidate Carol Madsen, who averaged more than 19 points per
contest last season. Scott was
true to the task as she limited
Madsen to 11 points on 4-12
shooting from the field.
"She's [Madsen] a great
shooter and a great one-on-one
player," Scott said. "My assignment on her was to stay in between her and the basket."
BG head coach Jaci Clark
echoed Scott's remarks that it
was the Lady Falcon's defense
that proved to be the deciding
factor in the game.
"All good teams play offense,
but the championship teams play
defense," Clark said. "I like the
pressure and I like how we put
the pressure on them and made
them make decisions under pressure."
The Musketeers, on the other
hand, were unable to handle BG's
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relentless pressing defense as
they committed 24 turnovers, including seven by Madsen, on the
evening.
After trading baskets during
the early part of the first half,
the Falcons grabbed a seven
point advantage, 26-19, after
Jenny Kulics drained a three
point shot from the right wing.
Twelve of BG's first 26 points
came from the hot hand of Michelle Shade as she feasted on an
array of 12-foot jump shots. For
the game Shade connected on 8 of
14 shots from the field while
scoring 17 points.
"I thought she [Shade] made
good decisions tonight," Clark
said. "When Michelle finds herself open, she's going to hit those
open shots and when she gets on
a roll she's pretty hard to stop."
Xavier scored 11 of the next 17
points to pull to 32-30 with 6:12
left in the half, but that's as close
as the Musketeers would get for
the remainder of the contest.
Bowling Green, substituting
liberally, closed out the half on a
15-0 run to take a comfortable
45-30 lead into the locker room.
"I think our depth and our conditioning are strengths of this
team," Clark said. "We should be
in better condition than our opponents; we've worked hard in
the preseason to get ourselves
into that position." The second
half of play held more of the
same for Xavier, as it was still
unable to handle the pressure of
BG's trapping defense. In fact,
Scott opened the scoring for the
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Falcons with a layup after collecting one of her four steals on
the night. Scott led the offensive
charge for BG as she lit up the
Xavier defense for 18 points
while also pulling down 7 rebounds.
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Amy Siefring answered Scott's
hoop with a trey, ending a 17-0
run by BG. However, the Falcons
went on to score 17 of the next 24
points to put the game out of
reach.
Siefring led all scorers with 25
points, including a 5of-8 performance from behind the threepoint arc.
XAVIER
Madsen 4-12 3-4 11, Colborn 4-7
1-1 9, Haneberg 1-6 2-4 4, Siefring
9-14 2-5 25, Rauh 1-8 0-0 2, Heydinger 0-1 0-0 0, Wade 0-3 4-4 4,
Clinkenbeard 4-4 0-0 10, Flint 0-0
2-2 2, Bihn 1-6 0-0 2. 24-61 14-20
69.
BOWLING GREEN
Shade 8-14 1-2 17, Albers 5-14
3* 13, Williams 3-7 0-0 6, Cassell
3-6 0-0 9, Scott 8-13 2-2 18, Kulics
1-7 0-0 3, Heilman 1-2 2-2 4, Koester 2-2 0-0 4, Ault 0-1 2-4 2,
Nuesmeyer 1-3 0-0 2, DeLoye 2-2
2-2 6, Hooper 1-4 0-0 2. 35-75
12-18 86.
Three-point goals - Siefring 5,
Cassell 3, Clinkenbeard 2, Kulics
1. Fouled out - none. Rebounds Xavier 41(Haneberg 7), BG
43(Albers 8). Assists - Xavier
12(Heydinger 4), BG 24(Albers,
Cassell 6). Total Fouls - Xavier
IS, BG 15. A-689.
Tae BC NewaTereaa Tkomai

Win $25 Gift Certificate
Name
Address
Phone

IB
Aaron
Dorksen

NFL:

Mark
DeChant

Russ
Eckard

Christopher
Mike
Andy
Kazimore
Dugan
Selders
lastw«*k 12-6 laatwaaK 12-6 lailwaak: 12-6 laslwaak 12-6 ttstwaek 13-5 last week's
winnar
overall: 111-74 overall 120-65 overall: 122-63 overall: 113-72 overall 117-68
14-4

Atlanta @ Houston

Houston

Houston

Houston

Houston

Atlanta

Atlanta

Green Bay @ Chicago

Green Bay

Green Bay

Green Bay

Chicago

Green Bay

Green Bay

Indianapolis @ N Y Jets

N Y Jets

N Y Jets

N Y Jets

NY Jets

N Y Jets

NY Jets

L A Raiders @ Buffalo

Buffalo

Buffalo

Buffalo

Buffalo

L A Raiders

Buffalo

Minnesota @ Detroit

Detroit

Detroit

Minnesota

Detroit

Detroit

Minnesota

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh
New Orleans

Pittsburgh
New Orleans

New England @ Pittsburgh Pittsburgh

New Orleans (§> Cleveland New Orleans New Orleans

New Orleans New Orleans

Washington @ Tampa Bay Tampa Bay

Tampa Bay

Washington

Tampa Bay

Tampa Bay

Washington

L A Rams @ Phoenix

Phoenix

Phoenix

Phoenix

Phoenix

Phoenix

Phoenix

Denver @ San Diego

Denver

Denver

San Diego

Denver

Denver

Denver

N Y Giants @ Miami

Miami

Miami

Miami

Miami

Miami

N Y Giants

Kansas City @ Seattle

Kansas City

Kansas City

Kansas City

Kansas City

Kansas City

Kansas City

Cincinnati @ San FransiscoS F

SF

SF

SF

SF

SF

Philadelphia @ Dallas

Dallas

Dallas

Dallas

Dallas

Dallas

Dallas

To win. circle your picks on the left-hand side and then turn in the contest torm to the BG News. 210 West Hall The
entry with the most correct picks will win a girt certificate wonti $25 of advertising in the BG News Prizes will vary
from week to week In case ot Des. a winner will be drawn by a member ot the BG News. The previous weeks winner
will have his or her picture appear in the guest column along with their winning score each Wednesday. All entries
must be submitted by 5 p.m. on Friday
This week's winner is Christopher Selders, of 333 Founders Christopher correctly picked 14 out ot 18 games, and
for his efforts he will recieve a $25 gift certificate from the University Bookstore. Andy Dugan prevailed as the leader
ot the staff prognostJeators again with a respectable 13-5 showing, thanks to the Tampa Bay/Minnesota game The
other four gurus tied for second best on the staff with a weekly record ot 12-5 Despite another impressive
performance. Dugan still trails in third place behind Mark DeChant in second, while Russ Eckard continues to wear
the yellow jersey as he leads the pack Mike Kazimore begins a late recovery from weeks ol living around the can.
but Aaron Dorksen has let the world know that he now is the Man of the Can with yet another week ot being dead
last. 'Irs my can, all mine,' Dorksen told the start No one argued

Findlay to face Falcons
by Mike Kazimore
sports writer
One down, the rest of the
season to go.
That's the philosophy that
Bowling Green head coach Jim
Larranaga and his team will take
into the men's basketball team's
second game of the season
against Findlay tonight at Anderson Arena. Tipoff is scheduled
for 7:30 p.m.
The Falcons used a balanced
offensive attack and an aggressive defense to blow out the Defiance Yellow Jackets 90-71
Monday.
During the game 11 Falcons
broke Into the scoring column,
including all three freshmen. According to Larranaga, it's this
depth that he will be counting on

to lead BG to a successful season.
If the Falcons hope to defeat
"During the early part of the the Oilers, they will have to imseason we're basically going to prove upon their perimeter
play 10 or 11 guys," Larranaga offense and defense.
said. "How many minutes everybody gets will mostly be defined Findlay
by defensive mathcups out on the
courts."
Anderson Arena
Dec. 1 7:30
One of the question marks that Location: Findlay Ohio
BG had going into the year was Enrollment: 3.200
Oilers
how its backcourt would perform Nickname:
Color*: Orange and Black
during the course of the year, es- Conference: NAIA Independent
pecially the point guard position. Arena (Capacity): Croy Gym i3.200i
Director Ron Niekamp
Monday night BG's point guard Athletic
SID: Dave Faiella
tandem of Mike Swanson and An(Ok 1419) 4244721
(HI: <419< 424-5620
tonio Daniels ran the team
Head Coach: Ron Niekamp
smoothly throughout the night.
<M>amiOhio'72i
The two combined to dish out
At I'F (Yra.): 168 64 181
seven assists while only commit- Aaat. Coachea:
Al Baker iFindlay 721
ting one turnover.
De« Buford I Findlay'891
"I thought that the ball han- Baaketball Office Phone:i419i424-4663
dling of Swanson and Daniels 1992-93 Overall Record: 26 6
Newcomera: Javan Conley IGVF, 65. Fr ;l
was excellent against Defiance,"
Dan Compton (G. 6 2, Fr l
Larranaga said.

Petrie leads the way for
improved hockey squad
Xaviers Lynn Bihn (44) battles Bowling Green's Sharleen Hooper and Michelle Shade for a loose ball
during the Falcons 86-69 victory Tuesday night at Anderson Arena.

Students need ID only
The BGSU Athletic Department is announcing that effective with the Men's Basketball
game against Findlay tonight,
BGSU students will only need to
show their valid ID directly at
the student gate for admission.
A ticket pick-up will be in ef-

fect for the Men and Women's
doubleheader against Toledo on
Saturday, March 5. Ticket pickup will begin on Monday, February 28.
The Athletic Department will
announce in ac°"ance if a ticket
pick-up will be required for any

other basketball games during
the season.
Ticket pick-up for Falcon
hockey games will continue with
students being able to pick up
tickets starting on Monday the
week of the home games.

by Pat Murphy
sports writer

freshman selection Aaron EUis to
the Detroit Junior Red Wings, the
goals against the Falcons have
The Falcon leer quarterly re- dropped from 45 at this point last
port shows wins up by almost two year to 21 this season.
shares and losses down by more
Petrie's numbers speak for
than a half. Through eleven themselves. He ranks fourth in
games, the Brown and Orange the league in goals against averstand at 7-2-2 as opposed to 4-7 a age at 2.53, fourth In league wins
with five and fourth in minutes
year ago.
Freshman Bob Petrie has played at 540. Petrie has acceptturned a possible BG weakness ed the starting role and would
into a formidable strength. De- like to play every game.
spite the loss of All-CCHA
Further into the numbers, the

Brown and Orange specialty
teams have been at opposite ends
of the rink. The Falcons led the
CCHA in penalty killing, stopping the opponent 88.4 percent of
the time. Strong forechecking
and solid defensive play In front
of the goal have allowed Petrie to
shine.
Senior Sean Pronger has
turned the BG disadvantage into
an offensive opportunity.
See Petrie, page page 8.
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Petrie
Continued from page page 7.

Pronger leds the league with two
shorthanded goals and overall
BG is tops with three shorthanded goals.
On the other end of the ice, the
power play unit is near the bottom of the CCHA. Only IlliniosChicago and Notre Dame have
lower percentages than BG. The
Brown and Orange have only
capitalized on seven-of-49 opportunities for 14.3 percent.
The Falcons' lethal weapon
threesome of Brian Holzinger,
Jeff Wells and Pronger have
risen to the top of the scoring list.
Holzinger has demonstrated why
he was a pre-season All American as he shares the team
scoring lead with Wells. Holzinger has three goals and two
assists for five points in his last
four games. He leads the team
with eight goals overall. Wells,
closing out his career at BG with
a possible Ail-American season,
is second among CCHA defensmen in points with ten, three
goals and seven assists.
Pronger has slowed after a torrid start where he had ten points
in five games, including five
goals. In the last six games he
has only had two assists.

Freshman Mike Johnson has
staked a claim to the CCHA AllFreshmen team with his play so
far. Johnson leds the team in assists with eleven and his two
goals put him in a tie for the team
lead in points. In addition to
-- Will Clarke showed he is
Johnson, the other pleasant sur- more than the forgotten man.
prise has been Junior Kevin Clarke has spent most of his junLune. Lune has eleven points this ior season watching freshmen
year compared with just nine Bob Petrie take the goaltending
points in 35 games last year.
reins and hold them tightly.
Peering down the Falcon Clarke, to his credit, has acceptschedule BG has fourteen of its ed his position as backup and
last 24 games at home. After a filled in with excellent play. He
2-0-1 record at the Ice Arena it's went seven games before seeing
conceivable the Brown and Or- any playing time, but when called
ange could win twenty games on versus Western Michigan he
this year.
halted the solid Bronco offense.
The rest of the way will not be
easy. Due to injuries to Jason
In the Dexter Hockey Classic,
Helbing, who may begin skating he started for just the second
again by the end of this week, time this season and collected his
and Tom Glantz, who's out six second win. Clarke has put up
weeks with a dislocated shoulder, some impressive numbers in his
the Falcons are down to three limited action, 1.87 goal against
lines for the next few games.
average, and a 90.7 save percentage.
Falcon Notebook by Pat Mur- BG finds itself in fourth
phy
place in the CCHA going into the
weekend. The standings couldn't
- The well traveled icers re- be any closer. Michigan leads
turn home after voyages in Mich- with IS points followed by Lake
igan, and Maine. After their Superior State, Michigan State,
longest stretch of road games BG and WMU all one point bethis season the Falcons venture hind each other.

Cleveland Browns halfback Eric Metcalf takes a hit from Atlanta Falcons linebacker Jessie Tuggle In
the first half of their NFL game Sunday at the Georgia Dome In Atlanta. Browns coach Bill Hellchick,standing In the background, watches the play.

BSU's Neu earns MVP Metcalf toughs it out
The Associated Press

that a quarterback has been honored.
It is also the ninth time that the
TOLEDO, Ohio - Mike Neu. MVP award has been given to a
who quarterbacked Ball State to member of the conference
the 1993 Mid-American Confer- championship team. Ball State's
ence title and a spot in the Las only previous recipient was
Vegas Bowl, was selected Tues- quarterback David Riley in 1989.
day night as the league's most
A senior from Indianapolis,
valuable player.
Neu led the league in passing efNeu received the award at the ficiency. He was tops in the MAC
MAC'S annual Vern Smith Din- in completion percentage (.657),
ner.
touchdown passes (17) and comNeu's selection marks the sixth pletions (186). He finished the
straight year and the 10th time in year with 2,148 yards passing.
the 12-year history of the award
A first-team All MAC selec-

tion, Neu concluded his career as
the Ball State leader in career
passing yards (6,271), attempts
(970), completions (580), touchdown passes (43), total offense
(5,852) and completion percentage (.597).
Neu was selected from a field
of 10 nominees, one from each
MAC school. The other nominees
were: Akron's Marcel Weems,
Bowling Green's Vince Palko,
Central Michigan's Joe Youngblood, Eastern Michigan's Walter
OmiDbell Kent's Brian Dusho,
Miami of Ohio's Chris Allen.

The Associated Press
BEREA, Ohio - Eric Metcalf,
the Cleveland Browns' leading
receiver, is not about to let anything like a little broken bone
stop him from playing.
Metcalf broke a bone on the
back of his right hand on a second-quarter punt return during
Sunday's 17-14 loss to Atlanta.
Metcalf played the rest of the
game, including a widely
criticized draw play from the

Bowl-fi-Grccncry
All You Can Eat
Wednesday Feature

PIZZA
Also Available: Soup, Salad Bar, Baked Potato and Breads
1:30 to 1:30
$3.99
4:30 to 7:00
$4.75
Quantum 90 Card accepted 4:30 - 7:00only for on
campus students.
Quantum 90 Card accepted all day for off campus
students
Located in the University Union

Be a Gift ""VL-**" to your
community—
VOLUNTEER!!

ILink
Crisis Iniervcniion Ccnicr

The 24 Hour Crisis Hotline
&
The Victims Advocacy Program
Call or stop in for more information
3S2-5387
315 T hurst in. Bowling Green
Applications accepted until December 15, 4 PM
Training begins mid-January

Browns' 43-yard line with 30 seconds to play and no time outs left.
Metcalf and coach Bill Belichick say the injury to Metcalf's
hand had nothing to do with the
outcome of the play - a 2-yard
loss.
And both Metcalf and Belichick said the injury doesn't appear likely to cause a problem for
Sunday's home game against the
New Orleans Saints.
"It didn't affect me (last weekend), so why would it affect me
this week?" Metcalf said. "I can
do the same thing with it now
that I did in the game."
Metcalf said he knew as soon
as it happened that something
was wrong and said he shook his
hand, trying to shake the pain.
The Browns took X-rays at halftime and found the break. But
after consulting with Metcalf and
the team doctors, Belichick sent
Metcalf back in.
Belichick said neither Metcalf
nor team trainer Bill Tessendorf
thought the injury would be a
problem.
In the second half, Metcalf
handled the ball 10 more times -

UAO

UAO
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including a 17-yard gain on a
short pass from Todd Philcox t and took two punt returns. But
afterward, he was visibly sore
and his hand was heavily bandaged.
It is the second hand injury of
MetcalPs career. He suffered a
broken right thumb during his
sophomore high school season,
missing most of the games that
year.
"That's because I kept rebreaking it," Metcalf said.
Metcalf has 41 receptions for
305 yards, atop the team statistics, and leads the NFL with a
punt-return average of 14.1
yards. He's second in rushing,
with 78 carries for 374 yards, but
his per-carry average of 4.8
yards is first on the team.
Belichick said he thinks Metcalf will be up for New Orleans.
"Hopefully, he won't be catching too many passes with the
back of his hand," Belichick said.
"He'll be able to grip the ball and
see it and all of that."
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SICK OF STUDYING?
TAKE A BREAK, AND
GET YOUR HOLIDAY
SHOPPING DONE EARLY!

cJhe Aft oj
!N{atWe Americans:

(

Join

on their trip to Birch
Run Mall in Michigan
on Dec. 4 from 9AM-6PM
Transportation is only $8
Sign up in ihe UAO office by Dec. 2

(Experience and enjo^ the slants and sounds of the
fixative yV",er'ct"1 culture o^ browsing and/or
puchasing beautijuf. arts & crajts and
attending the spectacular performance of

(IXfUive Ajnerkan dancers. ^4[so, get an insight
on important ^iXJative Afner\can tissues.

°^hen : December 1, 1993
c
Wiere : ^^E. Commons
gime: ^ts and Grafts - 5 pm
<J)iscussion oj issues &
^Performance - 7:00 pm
FREE AND OPEN
TO THE PUBLIC

<What W,r, you thinking?
Experience an Evening of Performance Art while
you enjoy select Wine Tasting and Hors d' oeuvers

Tuesday, December 7 th
Seven O' clock
Upstairs at Easystreet Cafe
Join us for this unique fashion presentation. Wfat W4ri
you Th*nk}n8 * will feature vintage clothing from the
1920's through the 1970s, as well as original fashion
designs showcased within a series of dramatic readings.
Works by various graphic artists will also be on display.
All fashions and artwork will be available for purchase.
S10.00 tickets for "Wha% •WtTt Ton T^n^nB'
may be reserved by calling Easystreet Cafe
at 353-0988

Call the UAO info line at 2-7164 or the office 2-2343
UAO
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TIS THE SEASON...
DECORATE YOUR
SPACE
DORM TREES
LIGHT SETS
clear or
multicolor
CHASING LIGHTS
TINSEL Asst colors
HUGE RED BOWS

2 ft
35 ct
50 ct
lOOct
140ct

$4.99
$1.00
$2.00
$3.00
$8.00
o<M$1.00

Great for
decorating QfM$1.00
2 FT. FULLY DECORATED TREE
$8.99
- Complete with lights -

PILLS 'n' PACKAGES
111 RAILROAD ST
(Behind Hard Bodys Gym)

SPONSORS: Rodgvra Quad., Coalition lor Tranaeullural Enhancomant,
Multicultural Affairs. University Programmer! Council, Roaldont
Sludanl Association, Ethnic Cultural Aria Program,
Univaralty Actlvlllaa Oroanliatlon, and Latino 3tud«.,l Union.

REMEMBER: STUDENT SHOPPING SUNDAY
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 12 -10% OFF
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WVU finds Sugar is sweeter Bengals'Jones
The Associated Press
West Virginia may take the
money and run - to the Sugar
Bowl.
Instead of going to the Cotton Bowl for $3 million, the
undefeated, third-ranked
Mountaineers may instead
make a $4. IS million trip to the
Sugar.
"West Virginia University is
a self-supporting athletic program and finances are obviously important to us," athletic director Ed Pastilong
said.
Money also is important to
NBC, which would benefit if
West Virginia goes to the Sugar. That would put ratings-king Notre Dame in NBC's Cotton Bowl and take the Fighting
Irish out of ABC's Sugar Bowl,
which competes with NBC's
Orange Bowl telecast New
Year's night.
Top-ranked Florida State is

expected to play No. 2 Nebraska in the Orange Bowl,
but there was no official word
Monday on the bowl destinations of West Virginia and
Notre Dame. However,
several bowl sources said the
Mountaineers plan to spurn a
Cotton matchup against No. 7
Texas A&M and head to the
Sugar for a meeting with No. 9
Florida or No. 16 Alabama.
"We'd be honored to play in
either one of those," Pastilong
said. "And if those invitations
are extended, then we certainly will discuss them with
our administration and coaches and react accordingly."
Under the bowl coalition
system, the Cotton Bowl will
probably have first crack at
West Virginia when the official selections are made Sunday. But the Mountaineers,
champions of the Big East,
have the right to decline because they can get more
money from the Sugar Bowl.

The Mountaineers aren't going to pass up an extra $1.15
million without giving it careful consideration. They've
only grossed more than $1 million from a bowl twice in the
school's 103-year football history.
John Paquette, associate
commissioner of the Big East,
said he wasn't aware of any
deal.
"Writers are calling me to
say West Virginia's thinking
about passing on the Cotton
Bowl, but I haven't heard anything about that," Paquette
said.
Cotton Bowl general manager Rick Baker acknowledged that the Mountaineers
could choose the Sugar instead
of his bowl.
"Everyone has options," he
said. "We know they have that
option."
Troy Mathieu, executive director of the Sugar Bowl, declined to say whether his bowl

would pursue West Virginia.
"We are not in any position
to take any stance," he said.
Notre Dame officials said
they still weren't sure where
the Irish would play on Jan. 1.
West Virginia quarterback
Darren Studstill said the situation was "real confusing."
"It's just like waiting for a
job callback," he said. "Everybody's calling each other,
trying to see if anybody's
heard anything."
West Virginia (11-0) wanted
to play Nebraska (11-0) in the
Orange Bowl, but Florida
State (11-1) probably will get
that opportunity because it
edged out West Virginia in the
combined Associated Press
and USA Today-CNN polls.
West Virginia is third in the
AP media poll, behind No. 1
Florida State and No. 2 Nebraska. In the coaches' poll,
Nebraska is No. 1, West Virginia No. 2 and Florida State
No. 3.

Laimbeer looks at retirement
The Associated Press
RICHFIELD, Ohio - Bill Laimbeer, whose flying elbows helped
give the Detroit Pistons their
"bad boy" image in the late
1980s, may be through with basketball.
"I won't deny it. How about
that?" Laimbeer said Tuesday
night when asked about speculation that he planned to retire
Wednesday. "That's basically all
I'm going to say right now."

Laimbeer, 36, suited up for the
Pistons' game against the Cleveland Cavaliers, but coach Don
Chaney said he did not intend to
use the 6-foot-ll center in the
game.
Laimbeer, who has been troubled by a bad back this year, had
started the previous five games
and averaged 12.7 points in his
last six. He is averaging 9.8
points this season.
He averaged in double figures
for nine consecutive seasons
from 1982-83 through 1990-91,

and last season he became the
ninth player in NBA history to
reach 10,000 points and 10,000
rebounds.
He is the Pistons' all-time
leader in rebounds and games
played, and he led the NBA in rebounding in 1985-86, averaging
13.1 per game.
The retirement would not come
as a shock, because Laimbeer reportedly had considered quitting
after he and teammate Isiah
Thomas got in a fight at practice
Nov. 16. Thomas broke his right

hand when he punched Laimbeer
in the back of the head.
"We love each other. That's the
bottom line, and that won't ever
change," Thomas said the day
after the fight.
A product of Notre Dame,
Laimbeer was chosen by Cleveland in the third round of the
1979 draft, then spent the 1979-80
season playing in Italy before
joining the Cavaliers for most of
two seasons.
Cleveland traded him to Detroit in February 1982

improves game
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Cincinnati
Bengals cornerback Rod Jones,
often criticized by fans for his
pass coverage abilities, is receiving praise from his coaches.
He received a game ball after
the Bengals' first victory of this
season, a 16-10 triumph Sunday
over the Los Angeles Raiders.
His tackle of Raiders receiver
Tim Brown caused a key fourthquarter incompletion as Cincinnati defended its lead.
Coach Dave Shula said Jones
played well throughout the game
on pass coverage, consistently
staying around the football.
"This game pointed out how
much he has improved in the
area of playing the football,"
Shula said.
Jones, 29, is in his eighth NFL
season. He has been with the
Bengals four years since coming
over from Tampa Bay in a 1990
trade for defensive end Jim
Skow.
Jones came from Tampa Bay
with a nickname of "Toast" and a

reputation of getting burned on
big pass plays. He said he has put
that behind him and is focused on
improving his play now.
"I could not care less what
people say, as far as my play is
concerned," Jones said. "I've
played eight years, and all that
concerns me is pleasing myself,
my God and the coaching staff."
Jones and the rest of Cincinnati's secondary face a major test
in Sunday night's game at San
Francisco. The 49ers' offense is
hot and is coming off a 35-10
whipping of the Los Angeles
Rams.
The Bengals are 1-7 lifetime
against San Francisco, including
losses in both Super Bowls the
Bengals played in. In their most
recent meeting in the 1988 Super
Bowl, Joe Montana capped the
49ers' victory by throwing a
touchdown pass to John Taylor
with 34 seconds remaining in the
game.
In a 1987 regular-season game
in Cincinnati, the 49ers won 27-26
on Montana's last-second scoring
pass to Jerry Rice.
The 49ers are 7-0 against Cincinnati since 1974.

Bulls defeat Suns
The Associated Press
CHICAGO - Scottie Pippen scored a season-high 29 points Tuesday
night as the Chicago Bulls ended the Phoenix Suns' winning streak at
five with a 132-113 rout.
Pippen also had 11 rebounds and six assists.
Chicago put the game away in the third quarter, extending a 68-50
halftime lead to 83-58 on Toni Kukoc's 18-foot jumper with 6:05 left.
The Bulls led 98-80 entering the final quarter.
With 9:50 left, Steve Kerr made four of five free throws

Classifieds
The BG News
A Final Exert question
WhatiaS.O.LD.?

CAMPUS EVENTS

S OLD. it
Student Organization
Leadership Development
providing leadership development to members
ol student organizations at BGSU, as well as
campus student leaders

• • •EAG • * *
Come to a meeong of the
Environmental Action Group
Wednesdays, 9 00.1003 BA
Be a pan of the solution'
" CASINO NtGHT"
MDA/TOYS FOR TOTS CASINO NIGHT IS
COMINGM
"CASINO NIGHT"
Attention Roteplayers and Wargamers
Come to Bowling Green Gaming Society's
Free Games FestFn 6-12 Sat. 12-12
AO&D, Axis A Allies, much more
Call Tim (372-4152) lor information
or register at event, 2nd A 3rd Boor Education
Attention all WBGU-FM Jocks1
There will be a mandatory meeting Tues. Dec.
7 tn 121 West Hall at 9 pm. This meeting is
very, very important. We have a lot to discuss.
Fall trainees it will be to your advantage to attend this meeting. Be there1

For more into, please contact Deb at Student
Activities A Orientation at 419-3722843 or
stop by 405 Student Services.
Chns.
It's almost time tor us to make our New Year's
resolutxxis as we gear up tor Spnng semester.
This year I'm joking the Rec Center's Personal Quest program to help me KEEP those resolutions* Weekly meetings with trained graduate
students on issues like stress and time management, fitness, nutrition, goat setting and
other wetness topics can help us have a great
semester. Call or stop by the Rec Center
(2-7482) to sign up or gel more info. The program begins January 24, 8 weeks before
Spring Breakl
Lee

BG PRO ' BG PRO * BG PRO
GEORGE NISIUS
BETTY JANE REHABILITATION CENTER
LAST MEETING OF SEMESTER
WED. DEC. 1, ROOM 100 BA
COLLEGIATE 4-H MEETING
TONIGHT!!!
8 30pm, llSEduc.Bldg
Congratulations Omega Phi Alphall
For winning the BGSU Donor Recruitment
Contest Thanks for giving the Gift of Lifall
Enjoy Those Pizza's1
EDDIE BAUER - PHALTZGRAFF - ESPRIT
ANNE KLEIN • NIKE - LAURA ASHLEY
Take a mp to the Birch Run Outlet Mall with
UAO' On Dec. 4ti leave at 9 am - return 6
p.m. $8 tor transportation, bnng spending
money. Sign up by December 3rd in the UAO
ofice Questions9 Call the UAO into line at
2-7164.
GUESS - MIKASA - LIZ CLAIBORNE
J. CREW - ESPRIT • JONES NY

Phi Ela Sigma Fall '93 initiates - Join the
officers of Phi Eta Sigma In welcoming you
Into our organization! We will be having a
pizza party In your honor on Sunday,
Decsmber 5, from 6pm-7pm In the BA building! Look for signs to direct you to Ihe right
room. Also, bring $20 It you would like> lo
purchase a Phi Eta Slgms swsatshlrt.
STUDENT ATHLETIC TRAINERS ASSOC
General Mooting
TONIGHT, 9:00 pm
Room 257 Memonal
ThankYoulll
(Students, Faculty. North East Commons,
BG Parking & Campus Organizations)
For making the November BGSU Blood
Drive a success I hope to see all of you again
in February il
Smcerefy.
Man Baker (Student Coordinator)
LAGA LAGA LAGA
Meeting tor lesbian, gay and bisexual members of the community. Every Thursday at LfCFon the comer of Thursnn and Ridge

A I* AI<D AZO AI<D A 2.0 A 2.0 AX0 AI0 AX0 A10
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ALPHA SIGMA PHI CONGRATULATES:
THEIR NEW OFFICERS
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
P.D. at Large
Alumni
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Scholarship
Editor
Sergeant at Arms
Marshall
Rush
Social
Kitchen Steward

Bob Radwan
Mike Segna
Matt Dobransky
Jim Vickers &
Dave Robinson
Jason Menz
Dave Kreienkamp
John Holzhauser
Scott Sprague
Steve Crosby
James Martz
Dave Kopp
Ryan Honeyman
Wayne Spieker
Sean Mulder

IFC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
V.P. of Rush
V.P. of New Member Development

Sean Mulder
John Hornsby

GADUATING SENIORS:
Joe Bazan
Glen Olson
Dan Simon

FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
Thanks lor tolling mo about Parson*I Quasi' I
Christmas Mooting
Wednesday, December t
called tho Rec Comer (207482) and lound out
it moots weekly from January 24 to Spring
8 00 pm in the GaNona
All Majors Welcome
Break, and I have the choice of several meeting timos. For one hour each week wo will moot
with a trained graduate student and learn about
GUIDE SOMEONE S SLEIGH TONIGHT!
fitness, nutrition, stress and Dme management.
and other woliness topes Also, we wi II learn to
Buy a Candy Cane Rudolph From
sot responsible and realistic self-improvement
SOLD, for yourself or that
goals Good luck with tho Now Year's resoluspecial fnend.
tions!
Doc 1.2, A 3,10am-2pm
Chris
Education
Bklg Slops
P.S. It's not too late to sign up. Toll your
friends.
Student OrganzaOonLeadership Development
Leading i"to the Future
Cont- on page 10

P^AFE
Presents...

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
PRESENTS THEIR NEW INITIATES:

Blake Parkins
James Martz
Scott Hartwell
Greg Lesinski
Chris Strain
Steve Curry
Mike Duvall

Brian Perry
Dave Hampton
Aaron McGreevy
Josh Schindler
Dave Kreienkamp
John Holzhauser
Tim Swann

\X<t> AX0 AM AX0 AX0 AX0 AX0 AX0 AX0 AX0

19 A

Tonight Only!

104 S. MAIN

Ovor

353 - 0988

The Best Christmas
Pageant Ever
By

The Pheasant Room

Barbara

Robinson

Dec. 1-4 at 8 P.M.
Dec 5 at 2 P.M.
Joe E. Brown Theater
University Hall

Customer Appreciation Week
Nov. 29 - Dec. 2

FREE Cup Of Soup With
The Purchase Of Any Lunch
FREE Soda With Any Quantum 90
Card Meal Purchase
Hours
11:30- 1:30 Lunch
5:00 -7:00 Dinner

AX0 AX0 AXO AX0 AX0 AX0 AX0 AZ0 AX0 AX<t>

OFF Campus Quantum 90 Carda Accepted Anytime
ON Campui Quantum 90 Cards Accepted 5 - 7pm

FOR

RESERVATIONS

CALL

372-2719

■ i —
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The BC News

* '"in. from page 9
Parson*I Quest
Get ready lor Spring Break
Learn to eat right in the residence halls
Join Parsons! Quasi
Keep your New Year's resolutions1
Join Personal Quasi
Manage stress before it manages you1
Join Personal Quest
Set your goals and reach them'
Join Personal Quest
New semester, new you1
P.Q Kickott in the Bowl n' Greenery
9 pm • Midnight. Thurs, Jan 27th
&gn up lor PQ
m me SRC Mam Off.ee

Thursday * December 2
7:30 pm - 095 Overman
Distinguished Speaker Presentation
DAVID F ROSS
Endangered Species Coordinator

#1 Spring Break' Panama City' 8 Days Ocean
view Room With A Kitchen'$1191 Great Location' Walk To Bars' Includes Discount Card'
Hurryl Prices Increase 12/15'
1 8006786386
«1 Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise $279' 6
Days' Includes '2 Meals A All Taxes' This is a
HUGE Party' Great Beaches A Nighrjile' Hurry'
PPOOS Ingests** 12/1011-800-676-6386
ADOPTION Happily married coupie wishes to
become parents Will offer lots ol love,
laughter, security, and a bnght future. Call
Theresa and Sal ANYTIME at 1 -800-736-2761
BE FASHIONABLE FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Join UAO for a trip to the Birch Run Outlet Mall
m Michigan We will leave at 9 am on Saturday Dec 4th and return at 6 p m. mat evening
Cost is only $8 for transpoMaoon (bnng lots ol
spending money) so sign up by Dec 3rd m the
UAO Office Call the UAO mfo line at 2-7164 or
the UAO office at 2 2343 lor more info
BE FASHIONABLE FOR THE HOLIDAYS

-Tone Spill m Fish Creek"
Meet David Ross from 2 30 to 5 00 m the Envi
ronmemai Resource Room. 15? College Park
UNIVE RSITY AMBASSADORS
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
Mandatory Meeting1'
Wed. Dec i 9pm (MrieD Alumni Center)
See You There1
USC Fall Seminar
Getting started on the Mac is scheduled for
Wednesday. Dec 8th. 6 9pm m the Technology lab This session presents the word processing software package Microsoft Works, mciud
tng a primer on the Montosh desktop and usmg
the mouse Hands on Please call 372- 29i t to
'easier tor the seminar Anyone may register

Candlelight Mass
An Advent celebration
of hope and light'"
Ballroom. Dec 12 at 800 pm
All are we'oome'
Cleveland area students: The Plain Dealer
needs Jr. Mktg. Advertising, IPC or Sales
related majors for Summer '94' Interviews in
Clove over Xmas $300Awk Apply w resume 238 Ad BUg K-2451 for details Must
have car
CLUB 21
TONIGHT ONLY
FLAMING RESIN BALLS
CLUB 21
TONIGHT ONLY
FLAMING RFSINBALLS

LOST&FOUND

Brown Wallet
Please CaH me if found

352 6963 (Jeremy)

SERVICES OFFERED
PREGNANT?
We can help FREE & CONFIDENTIAL preg
nancy tests, support A information BG Pregnancy Center. Call 354 HOPE

PERSONALS

Dear Boopsie
Meet me "Under the Mistletoe" today' We can
pick out some great Holiday gifts from the
handmade products lor sale 111 meet you in the
lenhart Grand Ballroom from 10 am t> 6 pm
Be sure to find the mistletoe
Love. Pumpkin
PS Call UAO at 2 2343 for more into

DON T BE LEFT IN THE COLD THIS YEAR
SPRING BREAK SALE'"
Book your trip by Dec. 4 for the
guaranteed best rooms A prices'
Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas, Daytona
Panaman City A South Padre Island
Sun Splash Tours
1-800-4 25-7710

Get Itto best i
Champion swealshiris lor less.
now a! Tha Greek Marl
$5 off any sweatshirt wiih ihis ad
Good until Dec 18 353 0901

111 be home lor Christmas
Bui I'll be in me Ballroom
Son ,Dec I2al800pm
Cendlelight Mese

GREATGIFTIDEAS FOR CHRISTMAS
BGSU Sweatshirts tor Mom, Dad. Brother. S s
ter. Grandma, and Grandpa
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St. 352-8333
Hard Rock Cafe - Watertower Place
Sear* Tower

WANTED

Visit These sites and more when you take
UAO's trip lo Chicago on Jan 15 I7tti Cost is
only $80 for transportation and hotel, $95 gets
all that plus a ticket to Night at the Improv. Sign
up by Dec. i0in in trie UAO office [it's in the
Union) Call the UAO mfo line at 2-7164 or the
UAO office at 2-2343 for more mformaBon

i male sub-easer needed for Spnng Semester
Own. bedroom, split utilities $187 50Vmo Ask
'o> Ted 352 3975

Nike Shoetown - Aquarium
MuMums

1 non ..moking female subleaser need for
Spnng '94 Close to campus 1 BO'mo plus util.
Pnce negotiable Call 352 6625.

I'm looking lor a Female. ChnsDan subleaser
for Spring Semester Rent is Negotiable Call
Johanna ai 354 7805

1 or 2 Female. Non-Smoking
Subleaser s needed
Spnng 94 649 6th Si
Call now1 'I
353 0378

Major Toledo corporation needs market
ing/Dussiness or IPC major to help Product
Mgr. assess new product 'roil-out' Develop
Southern California test markets Earn i$
Spnng and Summer, too'
Contact Co Op Program, 238 Administration
Bidg .372 2451. ASAP tor Details
NEED A TUTOR?
The residential services is offering free tulonng
se&oons in Biology, Chemistry, and Spanish
Stats Tues Nov 30th and continues until Sun
Dec. 12th.
Chem
100.109.125,127 and Bio
101.104.204.205 Sundays 8-10 pm in Math
So Rm 238
Tuesdays 8 i0 pm in Bromheld Classroom 232
Spanish 101.102.201.202
Sundays 8-10 pm in Bromfietd Classroom 232
Tuesdays 6-10 pm m Math So Rm 238
Call Todd at 2-2493 if you have questions
Pumpkin,
Thanks for the great mfo about the UAO Holiday Craft Fair It's good to know that there will
be gift ideas there to fit every budget I'll see
you in the lenharr Ballroom from 10 am to 6
pm The craft fair ends tomorrow, so we had
better go today1 I'll be looking for you "Under
the Mistletoe"
Love, Boops-e
PS Lets be sure to gel our picture taken with
Santa, photos are FREE I

EOCI 365-SECONDARY IS NOT CLOSED

I 111

BOTTOM I l\l

Affordable
Seminary Training
Ut red.led M \ M l>n I) Mm
• f'hurch UlminiMr.il ion
• < hriMi.m Hducation
• Pastoral < oiinM'litiK
• liihlu ,il studio
• < hri-ti.m Histon I'lteolog)
• Itl.u k ( IHIKII Mudio
• ( huTch MICH
• Missiolngj
• Spiritual Formal ton
• I MiiiMuns m < levelund
< oliimlni*> .mil Detroit
KH \i

sNNl'AL TUITION

*4,4lO
•H

hol.iP.hips \\ .nl.ihli

S

ASHLAND
THEOLOGICAI
SEMINARY
910 Center Si.

SANTA A THE
SANTA ft THE
SANTA A THE
SANTA ft THE
SANTA ft THE

SECONDARY EDUCATION STUDENTS in
forested in registering for EDO 365 Secon
dary. 10 be taught during the Spnng '94 semester, m. 4 30-7 30. CAN STILL REGISTER FOR
THE COURSE
To regret.., ell EDCI ottlce it 372-7320
Full-time Summer Job!
Akron. Ohio, (7 82 hr Hutt work thru lell
eemeeter alao. Bua. or IPC majors, freight
transportation service. Apply ml resume:
23> Ad Bldg K-2451 tor details Deadline
Dec 6

ELVES ARE
ELVES ARE
ELVES ARE
ELVES ARE
ELVES ARE

COMING I
COMING'
COMINGi
COMING i
COMINGi

Confidential Health Care For Women

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support

lahland, on
14809

16 N. Huron
Toledo, OH 43604
1-800-589-6005

1 male subleaser for Spnng 1994.
$t65/mo. ♦ util Pnce negotiable
Call Andy, 353 3524.

1 subleaser needed now A Spring semester
Great location
Call 352 8723 or 352 0462 for info.
2 nonsmoking female roommates needed for
94-95 school year. Frazee Ave
Apts
>iS6 2S/mo .elec Call Melmda, 354 0610

DEC GRAD WILL BUY YOUR EXTRA TICK
ETS. DALL COLLECT- 424 8970 AFTER 7PM
M. W.F.MELISSA
Female subleaser needed tor Spr 94
One block from campus. $150 mo * util.
"•* CALL 354-6 W • •

Female Subleaser Wanted 1/94-8/94 Hugo
room in spacious home 1 mile from campus
$235 mci all util and wash/dry $190 dep
Furnish avail. 352-4090-Jackie
Female subleaser needed for Spnng 1994.
Apt close to campus in University Village.
$700/semester * elec. You pay $500 • elec .
I'M pay the rest Great roommates'
Call 352 6685
HELP'
I WILL BUY DEC GRAD TICKETS
CALL ANYTIME. 372-6254. JANELL

Thank you to all who participated in the BG
Technology Education Association's bike raffle And special congratulations to Mr Bos
worth's - winner of the raffle.

HELPi
I need graduation
tickets
Call: 353-0378
Help' Female subleaser lor Spnng 1994
$l2S/mo. - oioc
Call NOW. leave message 353 7515
HELP1 I need 1 female subleaser for Spring
Semeser i block from campus. OWN ROOM.
VERY CHFAPi Please call A leave message,

354 P1^

This Thursday Dec 2. Women tor Women
hosts Campus Expressions All the fun starts
at 9 pm with live music, followed by an open
mic for ail o' BGSU s poets, and wrapping the
the night up is an exciting game ol Win. Lose or
Draw. Remember, this Thursday, in the Bowl n"
Greenery.
UN0ER THE MISTLETOE
The UAO Holiday Craft Fair features items
such as jewelry, clothmg. wreaths, ceramics,
miniatures, paintings and sculptures There are
gift ideas to fit every budget, pneed Irom $i to
$50 Free pictures with Santa* Tomorrow is
the last day of the Craft Fair so stop by the
Lenhart Ballroom in the Union today from 10
am until 6 pm. Questions?? Call UAO info line
at 2 7164 or tfw UAO office at 2 2343 for more
information.
UNDER THE MISTLETOE
Was itProfMsor Plum in the
KHchen wttti the Rope9
Only you will have the answer when you play
Clue with UAO on Dec 7th Teams of five will
compete for pnzes while trying to figure out
who done it?" &gn up your team by December 3rd m the UAO Office. Questions? Call the
UAO mfo line at 2-7164 for more mfo
Was it Professor Plum in the
Kitchen with the Rope?
WORK AND PI AY IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL I
Earn Credit and Professional E xpenence
WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIPS
Information Session
Friday, Dec. 3 - 1.30 pm
State Room • Union
Call the Co op Program 2-2451 with ques.

Help) One or two subleasers needed for Spring
'94 Very close to campus Cheap rent AM ulititiaspaid. Furnished Call Nikki. 354-5412
Housemate wanted Non smoker
Own room $ 150 ♦ utilities
Call Lance 655-3004.
I WANT TO RENT: looking to sublet an apt. in
BG for Spring possibly summer Answering
machine: 513-335-0323. Ill call you back
Kathryn.
Male Roommate Needed for Spring '94 3 bedrooms. 2 full baths. 1 blk. from downtown
$160/month Call Jason 353-2624

One female subleaser to share 1 bdrm apt for
Spnng semester. $l87.50/mo. • elec. Free
heat A shuttle to campus. Pool A laundry faolitiesonsite Call 354 2211.

Airline Tickets
Round trip Toledo to Newark. N J.
Good through May $200 353-1029
IBM compaDble computer (DOS/Word Perfect
5 1) keyboard, mono-chrome monitor. Best
oiler. Call 354 2102 alter 5 pm

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
ftshenes Many earn $2,000*/mo in canneries or $3,000 $6,000+/mo on fishing vessels
Many employers provide room A board and

Moving Sale - Furniture, household items,
clothes, video's, and much more Everything
must goMO 5, Sal. Dec 4
300 E Napoleon Apt D 40 - Door open

transportation Over 8.000 openings. No experience necessary! Male or Female Gel the
necessary head start on next summer. For
more information call. 1-206-545 4155 ext.
A 5544

Paint guns, 1 sniper rifle and 4 hand guns. Will
sell together or separate $300 tor whole set
Call Dave. 372 4245

Bartender (needed even/ other Sun) A Waitresses needed Varsity Lanes 1033 S Main
352 5247. ask for Jay
BEACH Spnngbreak Promoter
Small or large groups
FREE trips and CASH
Call CMI. 1 800-423-5264
Earn $1.000 per week at home stuffing envelopes* For information, please send long self
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enterprises. Box 67068K. Cuyahoga Falls. OH
44222
EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home
Send long SASE to Country Living
Shoppers. Depl Ul. P.O Box 1779.
Denham Springs. IA70727 1779
Floor workers A bartenders to start immediately. Apply in person Man through Fn 9 pm
- 1030pm Uptown/Down town
Get paid for doing what you love1 Instructors
needed to teach cheerleading, dance, gymnastics at summer campsites Call Nation-Wide
Cneoneado's i 600 3324337
Help Wanted
.0 40 hours/wk. flexible
schedule
Openings throughout Ohio
$9 OQ/slariing pay 866 1 726
Management opportunities Arthur Victor Painting. Inc is searching for Ambitious students to
fill summer management positions throughout
the midwest Complete training and field sup
port High income potential:
1 800-775-4745
SPRING BREAK!
Sunchase Tours is seeking ambitious sales
reps to promote Spnng Break *94' Earn cash
and free trips
Call today: 1800SUNCHASE

The BG News
needs anexpenenced typi si/proofreader
to typeset classified advertising
Spring "94/Thurs A Fri'syt 1 am • 2pm
"•REQUIREMENTS'"
Computer expenence • accurate A spoody
Proficient speller & proofreader
Call 372 2601 for more info
Travel Abroad and Work. Make up to
$2,000 $4.000»/mo teaching bas-c converse
tional English m Japan, Taiwan, or S Korea.
No teaching background or Asian languages
required For information call: (206) 632-1146
ext 5544
Waitresses needed for immediate openings
Top pay Be a cut above.
DeiaVu 5310329

Mature, Responsible, Non Smoker to share
ens ting 2 bedroom apartment. $i68/month
Or 2 bedroom house (still looking)
Call Sn or Bob 353 3610
Need graduation tickets!)
Will buylll
Call Lon, 352-1206

1987 Dodge Omni, 5 spd with air Exceli con
duon.,40,000miles Phone 278-8126

Moving Salt
Mountain Bike. Cast Iron Weights and Weight
Bench. Glassware. End Tables. Rocking Chair,
Sofa Bed. Bookshelves. Tefecacope, Books.
more. Everything must go! Stop by 214 E. Napoleon Rd»220 (anytimeafter 4 p.m.)

Female subleaser needed Spring Semester
Apt onFrazeeAve $l50/mo CaU 352-8921.
Female subleaser/roommate needed for
Spnng semester Contemporary townhouse.
close to campus. Neat & clean Own bedroom
Rent negotiable Can Kim. 353-1544

1982 Olds Omega
Good local car Runs weO but needs work
$300 080 Call 354 6600 (leave message)

500 SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES • 1994
in NY. PA. MASS. MAINE Teachers, Coach
es. Chefs, RN's. Instructors needed for Tennis,
Basketball. Baseball. Hockey, Swimmmg/WSI/Lifeguard, Sailing. Water-skiing.
Windsurfing. Lacrosse, Archery. Gymnastics.
Ceramics. Jewelry, Volleyball. Soccer. Dramatics. Equestenan, Fitness. Ropes. Outdoorsman, Piano Accompaniast, Physical Education Maiors. Etc Upper Classmen preferred
Must love kids - CaU Arlene.
1 800 443 64?fl

Dec. grad will buy your extra tickets. Call
353 7114 #1 7. Bftar 5 pm. weekdays

Spring Break, Selling Bahama* on Luxury
Yachta Seven day Island Adventure All Inclusive with Cabin a Meals. $498 Each, Groups of
6 1'800-999-SAIL (7245)

The Bagel Line
with your choice of sandwich fiHings
Every WEDNESDAY for $2 50
Prout Cafeteria
2nd Floor Union

ICENTER FOR CHOICE

"The Day Is NearCandlelight Advent Celebr.i ion
Sunday. Dec 12
800 pm. Ballroom

1994 SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
TASP INTERNATIONAL is
looking lor motivated students to Ml summer
management positions throughout Oho. Earn
$7,000 - $8,000 next summer while building
your resume, gaming crucial experience, and
earning an internship/coop Positions are
Open but (tiling quickly in LIMA. MAUMEE.
PERRYSBURG. MANSFIELD. CANTON,
AKRON, and all CLEVELAND SUBURBS
There are only a limited number of positions
available, and are filled on a first come first
qualified basis Call 1 800 543 3792 for more
information.

IBM CompaDble 386SX computer with SVGA
Monitor, 2 drives, 80 MG hard dnve. coprocessor. Soundblaster Ami-Pro. DOS 6.0
and Windows Asking $1000 CaU 353 6927
after 9 pm.

Single bed loft. Wooden. $70/obo
Call Dave at 372 4245 Yamaha PSR 300 Leather case. 81 keys
Touch sensitive 3 memory bank and lOO
voices Call 354 3103

FOR RENT
i A 2 bdrm apts available now and Spnng
^■_"-«-y; Wir'"'0pie,raCe Apts 352-9135.
i bdrm apt sublease for Spring
Rent negotiable 353-0116
1 bedroom apartments Free water and sewer
114 N Mam. 228 S College Contact New-ovo
Rentals at 328 S Main Our only office
35? 5620
2 bedroom apartments available for Spring
Semester Call 352 9302.
2 subleasers needed for Spring '94 $140/mo
• util Own bedrooms' i block from campus
Call Linda A Lisa at 353 5005
3 bedroom upstairs apt. downtown.
354l6l2or 352 7628
3 bedroom house at 441 N Enterpnse. Contact
Newlove Rentals at 328 S Mam. Our only of
fioo 352-5620
Call 353-0325 - Carty Rentals
Now renting houses & apts 94-95 school yr
Listing avail, now Office 316 E Merry #3
Pick up listing or we will mail.
Carty Rentals *** 353-0325
Single room and subleasing
Available now through Graduation plus
Duplex for rent at 530 E Merry 3 bedroom
Limit 4 people Available now through May 7.
'94.Rent$500/mo • util (negotiable). Deposit $500. Call John Newlove Real Estate
354 2260
For Rent
Duplex, adjacent to campus
352 0000
Jay/Mar • The Highlands • 354-6036
1 and 2 bdrm. lumvunf., A/C, spacious, quiet.
Avail. nowor2ndsem Stan$3407mo
Male Roommate Wanted Haven House Apts.
Avail, immediately until end of 2nd semester.
Call Brian at 354-3211 or Aaron at (313)
6755604
Now leasing for 94-95 rental season at
HO Rentals, 303 S Mam - 354-8800.
Yes, we do allow petal
Spacious 1 bdrm. apt. Air conditioned. 5 mm.
from campus. Avail. Dec 23. $32S/month ineludes util. Call 354-2916.

FOR SALE

Stop m lorcur 1994-1995 brochures. Newlove
Rentals 328 S Mam Our only office
#1 Awesome Spring Breaks! Plan Early •
t Save $50 & Gel Best Rooms! Prices Increase 12/13! Bahamas Cruise 6 days with
12 meals $279! Panama City Room w
kitchen $129! Cancun from Columbus $439.
Jamaica $459, Padre $199, Key West $239,
Daytona kltch.ns $149! 1-800-678-6386.

3S.' c.h.K)

WANTED
HIPPY NEEDED FOR NEXT TERM
352-VEGED

1970 Josef Bitterer. Guarnen advanced
v-olm w/boxwood appointments and hard
case $2,250 353-4306

One female subleaser for Spring Semester '94
Nice house. Own room Close to campus. Carl
3548529

Management Inc.
(419)353-5800

13th YEAR!

Subleaser needed for Campus Manor apt. lor
Spring semester. Close to campus. Own room
Can 353 0914

SEMESTER LEASE, Eff. or 1
Bedroom Apis. 215 E. PoeRd.

Subleaser needed for I030E. Wooster Forin'o"".i'>on (>] 354 0521.

$245 $340

Subieaser/s needed for Spring Semester. 1
bedroom apt. Free shuttle to campus, pool.
''n) r-.sit O.i i3S3 3410 after 2 30 pm

CIA ZIL IMUH

s

SUBLEASER one or two females for Field
Manor Apartment in Spring, $i80/mo • util.
Please I need helpi Call Holly 353-3309'

3

Potential

Six-Figure Income
OLDE Discount is looking for energetic people
to start a career in the brokerage business.
Requirements include:
College Degree
General Market Knowledge, and
Excellent Communication Skills
OLDE offers a 6 to 12 month extensive training
program, competitive salary and commission
structure as well as relocation possibilities.
Call Greg Naypaver for more information:

1 800 937-0606

or send resume and cover letter to:
OLDE Discount Corporation
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

jrfOLDE

America's Full Service Discount Broker4"
Member NYSE & SIPC
An Equal Opportunity Employer

THANKS;

■ ■
jCr-V

is.

JAMAICAN
B0BSU DOERS?
A Comcdv
Inspired by the
First Jamajcan
Bobsled Team

Nightly at
7:15 4 9:15

C-O-L-O-H-H-D-O
STEAMBOAT
VAIUBEAVER CREEK

Wanted
Graduation Tickets
Will payS
Call 353 8904

BRECKENRIDGEIKEYSTONE
M-E.V-A-D-A

Management Inc.
(419)353-5800
ONLY 1 AVAILABLE FOR
SPRING SEMESTER at the
Willow House, 830 Fourth St. 1
Bedroom. Starts at $345.

LAS VEGAS
WANTED: Female Roommate for Spring
Term. Large lownhouse apt. at 5th and Elm
Own room, $162/month plus utilities. Non-smoking senior or grad student preferred. Cal
354-7401.

HELP WANTED

$5 Rocky Horror
Friday Midnight

Wanted 1 non smoking male subleaser for
Spnng '94 ASAP. Free transportation to
campus. Free utilities except electric Deposit
already paid Call Ne.l. 354 7106

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
NORTH PADRE/MUSTAN0 ISLAND
r-L-o-n-i-D-x
DAYTONA BEACH
PANAMA CITY BEACH
ORLANDO/WALT DISNEY WORLD

®

TIS THE SEASON...
TO GLITTER AND SPARKLE
ALL JEWELRY
< including'1928')

25% OFF

ALL PERFUME AND
BOTANICUS BATH

25% OFF

ALL HAIR JEWELRY

25% OFF

—

S-O-U-T-H

c-A-n-o-L-i-H-Jt

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
CALL TOLL FREE FOR FULL
DETAILS AND COLOR BROCHURE!

1*800'SUNCHASE

Management Inc.
(419)353-5800
Stop in our office located at 1045
N. Main St. for a complete list ol
opts, we hove ovoiloble.

Come meet

James Hope Bissland
Autographing his New
"Bountiful Ohio" Cot3kbook

University Bookstore

OFFER GOOD THROUGH DEC. U

PILLS 'N' PACKAGES
111 RAILROAD ST ( BEHIND HARDBODYS)

EVEN SANTA SHOPS HERE!

Thursday 12/211 AM - 2 PM

